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The agency of the letter in the unconscious
or reason since Freud

Ix{
'Of Children in Swaddling Clothes

?,",:::; "{' :z: :i li ;tin ;:,r ::: : : fr:# ::ffi
their arms and legs by folk who pill not undcrstand

your language; altd-you 
-will 

onl\le ablg y.9 Sive
vbnt to your griefs and sense of loss of li\erty
by making tearful complaints, and sighs, and

lamentations one to another; for those who
bind you pill not understand youro:ffi!:;:l:;:,:::"
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Although the nature of this contribution was determined by the the:r
of the third volume of La Psychanalyttrt I owe to what rvill be fou:,:
there to insert it at a point somewhere between writin g (l'dcrit) t*
speech - it will be half-way between the two.

Writing is distinguished by u prevalence of the text in rhe sense :.-r
this factor of discourse will assume in this essay a factor that mar-l
possible the kind of tightening up that I like in order to leave the reai:
no other way out than the way in, which I prefer to be difficult. In :..r
sense, then, this will not be writing.

Because I always try to provide my seminars each time with so:r.
thing new, I have refrained so far from giving such a text, with oD€ €xc<i-
tion, which is not particularly outstanding in the conrexr of the seir.
and which I refer to at all only for the general level of its argumenr.

For the urgency that I now take as a pretext for leaving aside sucl: c
aim only masks the difficulty that, in trying to mainrain ii at the ler-ei a
which I ought to present my teaching here, I might push it too far fr-:
speech, whose very different techniques are essential to the forma::,r
effect I seek.

That is why I have taken the expedient offered me by the invitari =
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: -'' lecture to the philosophy group of the Fdd6ration des 6tudiants ds
c:rres3 to produce an adaptation suitable to what I have to say: its neces-
sary generality matches the exceptional character of the audience, but its
rrle object encounters the collusion of their common training, a literary
: re, to which my title pays homage.

Indeed, how could we forget that to the end of his days Freud con-
i:3ntly maintained that such a training was the prime requisite in the
j:'rmation of analysts, and that he designated the eternal universitas
::rcrarum as the ideal place for its institutioni

Thus my recourse (in rewriting) to the movement of the (spoken)
iscourse, restored to its vitality, by showing whom I meant it for,
=arks even more clearly thoSe for whom it is not intended.

I mean that it is not intended for those who, for any reason whatever,
::'r, psychoanalysis, allow their discipline to avail itself of some false
: ientity - a fault of habit, but its effect on the mind is such that the true
:Jentity may appear as simply one alibi among others, a sort of refined
=duplication whose implications will not be lost on the most subtle minds.

So one observes with a certain curiosity the beginnings of a new direc-
'.ron concerning symbolization and language in the fnternational Journal
:.f Psychoanalysis, with a great many sticky fingers leafing through the
tages of Sapir and Jespersen. These exercises are sdll somewhat un-
:ractised, but it is above all the tone that is lacking. A certain'seriousness'
as one enters the domain of veracity cannot fail to raise a smile.

And how could a psychoanalyst of today not realize that speech is the

@e,q-hilvhoJe experien_ce must !1,4jl teg.gh alone
lilfitrument, ig-., 

".ggl!r.its 
material, and even the background noise

oT m-ummmTres.

I}{{
I The Meaning of the Letter

.{s my title suggests, beyond this 'speech', whlt th9 psychoanalytic eI-
periglqg dgc_o.,ygrs in the unconscious is the. whole structure of language.
Thus f;i,m tlie outset I have aieited i"ioi-!d 

-inJr 
to the extent to

'a'hich the notion that the unconscious is merely the seat of the instincts
;ill have to be rethought.

But how are'we to take this 'letter' herel Quite simply, literally.s
By 'letter' I designate that material support that concrete discourse

borrows from language.
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This simple definition assumes that language is not to be confui,:

with the vjrious psychical and somatic functions that serve it in : ,

speaking subject - primarily because lang:.?ge and its structure ci.

prio, to"th. moment ut *hi.h .u.tt6[jit "* *;ry5lntil-Eil]pt':.

development makes his entry into it.
Let us notd, then, that aphasias, although caused by purely anaton::..

lesions in the cerebral apphanrsttfat supplies the mental centre for r: ,'.'
functions, prove, on the whole, to distribute their deficits between : ,
two sides of the signifying effect of what we call here 'the letter' in : ,r
creation of signification.6 A point that will be clarified later.

Thus the subject, too, if he can appear to be the slave of langu,:'
is all the more so of a discourse in the universal movement in *; ::
his place tlel1_euO"y itU$ilg-d at !i4!, if only byvirtue of his pr, r':-
name.

Reference to the experience of the community, or to the substanc.. r
this discourse, settles nothing. For this experience assumes its esse:.'.*
dimension in the tradition that this discourse itself establishes. T ,
tradition, long before the drama of history is inscribed in it, lays d " ,
the elementary.structures of culture. And these very structures r€\'e;. -:
ordering of possible exchangesrrlfth, even if unconscious, is inconc.
able outside the permutations authorized by language.

With the result that the ethnographic duality of nature and cultu:, l
giving way to a ternary conception of the human condition - na:--T
society, and*cuhgrg - the last term of which could well be reducc.:
language, or that which essentially distinguishes human society :': :
natural societies.

But I shall not make of this distinction either a point or a point o: .:
parture, leaving to its own obscurity the question of the original :, -..
tions between the signifier ald lahour. I shall be conrent, for m)' .
jab at the general function o$praxislin the genesis of history, ro poir:: .;
that the very society that wlShAI% restore, along with the privilee.', :
the producer, the causal hierarchy of the relations between produc: :
and the ideological superstructure to their full political rights, has : :E
the less failed to give birth to an esperanto in which the relations oi -:-:.
guage to socialist realities would have rendered any literary forma...,:
radically impossible.?

For my part, I shall trust only those assumptions that have alr..:-
proven their value by virtue of the fact that language through then': '.a
attained the status of an object of scientific investigation.
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For it is by virtue of this fact that linguisticss is seen to occuPy the key

position in tiris domain, and the reclassificadon of the sciences and a re-

gro,rping of them around it signals, as is usually the clser a revolution in

["o*l.d"ge; only the necessitiis of communication made me inscribe it

at the h"ia of this volume under the title 'the sciences of man' - despite

the confusion that is thereby covered over.e

To pinpoint the .-..g.n.e of linguistic science we may say that, as

in the 
^*r. 

of all sciencJs in the *od.* sense, it is contained in the

constitutive moment of an algorithm that is its foundatio-1. This algorithm

is the following:

//.--'.-,*_

---

S
- - / ' ;

which is read as: the signifigr over the signified, 'over' corresponding to

the bar separating the two stages. - - * "'
-q+f#.-.- r nls ,rgr ,r,o-illd be attribul.d io Ferdinand de Saussure although it

is not fouid in exactly this form in any of the numerous schemas, which

none the less express i,, to be found in the printed version of his lectures

of the years ,9ie1, rW8-9, and rgro-r r, ryhich the Piety of a. grouP of

his discipl., ."rred'to be published under the title, Cours de lingvist-tque

gi*role)a work of prime irnporr.t ce for the transmission of a teaching

?orthy of the ,r.*., that is, th.t ott. czln come to terms with only in its

own terms.
That is why it is legitimate for us to give him credit for the formula-

tion S/s ly *tti.tt, in"spite of the differences among schools, the begin-

ning of modern linguistics can be recogn]ze$'

fhe the*atics oithis science is henceforth suspended, in effect, at the

primordial position of the signifier and the signifild a,s being distinct

trd.r, sep.rated initially by a barrier resisting signification. And that is

what *., to make possible an exact study of the connections ProPer to

the signifier, and oi th. extent of their function in the genesis of the

signified. r r r.
to, this primordial distinction goes well beyond the discussion con-

cerning the arbitraline*st ,o,f rhe slg-n, as it has been elaborated since the

earliesi r.fl..tioii of the ancientsr-and even beyond the impasse which,

through the same period, has been encountered in every discussion of the

bi-uniocul .o...rpondence between the word and the thing, if only in

the mere act of nurning. All this, of course, is quite conftary to-the
z,+"-*

appearances srffiA-Ft the importance often imputed to the role of the
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index finger pointing to an object in the learning Proc-ess of the in-:''-

subject leatttittg his mother tongue, or the use in foreign langr:';'

teaching of so-called 'concrete' methods.

Oneiannor go further along this line of thought than to demonsi:- '

that no signification can be sustained other than by reference to ano:
significationto: in its extreme form this amounrc to the proposition :: -
-tH6'iei iJ no languag e (langue) in existence for which there is any ques::
of its inability to cover the whole field of the signified, it being an ei', --
of its existence as a language (langue) that it necessarily answers all oec-
If we try to grasp in language the constitution of the object, we car,:
fail to notice that this constitution is to be found only at the levei
concept, a very different thing from a simple nominative, and that :
thing, when reduced to the noun, breaks up into the double, divere.-
beam of the 'cause' (r,qps") in which it has taken shelter in the Fre:..
word chose, and the irothing (rien) to which it has abandoned its La:.-
dress (rem).

These considerations, important as their existence is for the philo- -
pher, turn us away from the locus in which language questions us as :
its very nature. And we will fail to pursue the question further as lc: -
as we cling to the illusion that the signifier answers to the function
representing the signified, or better, that the signifier has to answer :
its existence in the name of any signification whatever.

For even reduced to this latter formulation, the heresy is the s?flrc
the heresy that leads logical positivism in search of the 'meanins
meaning'rtt tr its objective is called in the language of its devotees. A. -
result, we can observe that even a text highly charged with meaning c--
be reduced, through this sort of analysis, to insignificant bagatelles. ,
that survives being mathematical algorithms that are, of course, with, -
any meanit g.tt

To return to our formula S/s: if we could infer nothing from it but :
notion of the parallelism of its upper and lower terms, each one taken :-
its globality, it would remain the enigmatic sign of a total mystery. Wli:.
of course is not the case.

In order to grasp its function I shall begin by reproducing the clas.:--
yet faulty illustration (see top of facing page) by which its usage :.
normally introduced, and one can see how it opens the way to the ki:.:
of error referred to above.

In my lecture, I replaced this illustration with another, which has r.
greater claim to correctness than that it has been ransplanted into ti.,:

a\-, /
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TREE

ncongruous dimension that the psychoanalyst has not yet altogether
=nounced because of his quite justified feeling that his conformism
:alies its value entirely from it. Here is the other diagram:

LADIES GE NTLEMEN

;'here we see that, without greatly extending the scope of the signifier
:oncerned in the experiment, that is, by doubling a noun through the
:rere juxtaposition of two terrns whose complementary meanings ought
rDparently to reinforce each other, a surprise is produced by an unexpec-
:ed precipitation of an unexpected meaning: the image of twin doors
svmbolizing, through the solitary confinement offered 'W'estern 

Man for
:re satisfaction of his natural needs away from home, the inrperative
:hat he seems to share with the great majority of primitive communities
:v which his public life is subjected to the laws of urinary segregation.

It is not only with the idea of silencing the nominalist debate with a
. rw blow that I use this example, but rather to show how in fact the

'ignifier enters the signified, namely, in a form which, not being im-
:raterial, raises the question of its place in reality. For the blinking gaze
'f a short sighted person mighi 5e idstified in wondering whether this

;'as indeed the signifier as he peered closely at the little enamel signs that
f,,rre it, a signifier whose signified would in this call receive its final
:onours from the double and solemn procession from the upper nave.

But no contrived example can be as telling as the actual experience of
:mth. So I am h.ppy to have invented the above, since it awoke in the
xrson whose word I most trust a memory of childhood, which having
:rus happily come to my attention is best placed here.

,lltfriili
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A train arrives at a station. A lirtJs : .
sister, are seated in a comPartmenr ll;'-

through which the buildings along i:,'

' r1*

T;T'f,G

passing as the train pulls to a stoP. 'L,
Z2)z/z-fu7-/j<-<z)fu2fu4nt'tt- Dz-, -r, - r-* v * :F

ffim 
:-'" -'-o-- -(' z?4''' - "'

Saussurian algorithm (and in a form designed to suggest that its res:--
tance may be other than dialectical), we should add that only someo:':
who didn't have his eyes in front of the holes (it's the appropriate imer,
here) could possibly confuse the place of the signifier and the signii.':
in this story, or not see from what radiating centre the signifier se:.:
forth its light into the shadow of incomplete significations.

For this"signifier wiii now Carry a p,riely .ttirnul Ditt.ntion, desti:.':
for the usual oblivion of natural mists, to the unbridled pov/er of ide, -
gical warfare, relentless for families, a torment to the Gods. For t:...'
children, Ladies and Geritlemen will be henceforth two countries :
wards which each of their souls will strive on divergent wings. .- ,

between which a truce will be the more impossible since they are actu' :

the same country and neither can compromise on its own superic:.-
without detracting from the glory of the other.

But enough. It is beginning to sound like the history of France. \\].":':
it is more human, as it ought to be, to evoke here than that of EngL-,:-
destined to tumble from the Large to the Small End of Dean Swift's t';

It remains to be conceived what steps, what corridor, the S of : ''

signifier, visible here in the pluralsl3 in which it focuses its welc :F
beyond the windo'w, must take in order to rest its elbows on the ve:.: .l
tors through which, like warm and cold air, indignation and scorn c -r'
hissing out below.

One thing is certain: if the algorithm S/s with its bar is approp:.: -
access from one to the other cannot in any case have a signification. i n
in so far as it is itself only pure function of the signifier, the algon:' :
can reveal only the structure of a signifier in this transfer.

Now the structure of the signifier is, as it is commonly said of lans;*o
itself, that it should be articulated.

This means that no matter where one starts to designate their reci::.-
cal encroachments and increasing inclusions, these units are subjecrei ..
the double condition of being reducible to ultimate differential elen:::::
and of combining them according to the law; g.{3-glosed ordg-r.

These elements, one of the decisive di3coveries of linguistics. iii
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phonemes; but we must not expect to find any phonetic constancy in the
modulatory variability to which this term applies, but rather the syn-
chronic system of differential couplings necessary for the discernment of
sounds in a given language. Through this, one sees that an essential
element of the spoken word itself was predestined to flow into the
mobile characters which, in a iumble of lower-case Didots or Gara-
mondsrla render validly present what we call the 'letter', namely, the
essentially localized structure of the signifier.
- -Witfi the-sedond-1iicipbrty of the signifier, that of combining according
to the laws of a closed order, is affirmed the necessity of the topological
substratum of which the term I ordinarily use, namely, the signifying
chain, gives an approximate idea: rings of a necklace that is a ring in
another necklace made of rings.

Such are the structural conditions that define grammar as the order of
constitutive encroachments of the signifier up to the level of the unit
immediately superior to the sentence, and lexicology as the order of con-
stitutive inclusions of the signifier to the level of the verbal locution.

In examining the limits by which these two exercises in the under-
standing of linguistic usage are detgrmined, it is easy to see that only the
correlations between signifier and signifier provide the standard for all
research into signification, as is indicated by the notion of 'usage' of a
raxeme or semanteme which in fact refers to the context just above that
of the units concerned.

But it is not because the undertakings of grammar and lexicology are
exhausted within certain limits that we must think that beyond those
limits signification reigns supreme. That would be an error.

For the signifier, by its very nature, always anticipates meaning by
unfolding its dimension before it. As is seen at the level of the sentence
when it is interrupted before the significant term: 'I shall never . . .',
'All the same it is. . .', 'And yet there may be. . .'. Such sentences are
not without meaning, a meaning all the more oppressive in that it is
content to make us wait for it.ls

But the phenomenon is no different which by the mere recoil of a'but'
brings to the light, comely as the Shulamite, honest as the dew, the negress
adorned for the wedding and the poor woman ready for the auction-
block.r6

From which we can say that it is in the chain of the signifier that the
neaning 'insists' but that none of its elements 'consists' in the significa-
ion of which it is at the moment capable.

>"
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A train arrives at a station. A little boy and a little girl, brother r:

sister, are seated in a comPartment face to face next to the windc =

through which the buildings along the station platform_can.be st-'-

passing as the train pulls to a stoP. 'Look', says the brother, 'we're :'

Ladiesl'; 'Idiot!' replies his sister, 'Can't you see'we're at Gentlemen'.

Besides the fact that the rails in this story materialize the bar in t: :

Saussurian algorithm (and in a form designed to suggest that its resi'-

rance may be other than dialectical), we should add that only someo:..

who didn't have his eyes in front of the holes (it's the appropriate imas,
here) could possibly confuse the place of the signifier and the signifie:
in this story, or not see from what radiating centre the signifier senc'
forth its light into the shadow of incomplete significations.

For this signifier wiil now carry a purely animal Dissension, destine:
for the usual oblivion of natural mists, to the unbridled power of ideolc*
gical warfare, relentless for families, a torment to the Gods. For thes:

children, Ladies and. Gentlemen will be henceforth two countries tr- -
wards which each of their souls will strive on divergent wings, an:
between which a truce will be the more impossible since they are actuall'.'
the same country and neither can compromise on its own superiorin
without detracting from the glory of the other.

But enough. It is beginning to sound like the history of France. Whici
it is more human, as it ought to be, to evoke here than that of Englanci.
destined to tumble from the Large to the Small End of Dean Swift's eeg.

It remains to be conceived what steps, what corridor, the S of the
signifier, visible here in the pluralsl3 in which it focuses its welcom€
beyond the windo% must take in order to rest its elbows on the ventila-
tors through which, like warm and cold air, indignation and scorn come
hissing out below.

One thing is certain: if the algorithm St with its bar is appropriate.
access from one to the other cannot in any case have a signification. For
in so far as it is itself only pure function of the signifier, the algorithm
can reveal only the structure of a signifier in this transfer.

Now the structure of the signifier is, as it is commonly said of language
itself, that it should be articulated.

This means that no matter where one starts to designate their recipro-
cal encroachments and increasing inclusions, these units are subiected to
the double condition of being reducible to ultimate differential elements
and of combining them according to the lulf- g{.4-_closed ordglr-

These elements, one of the decisive discoveries of linguistics, are
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{I/ - ;.;t.';;ir.*^"r differential couplings neces;iry for the discernment of

p,:::ds in 
" 

girr.r, irngr*gt' Throu[h this, one sees that an essential

G:renr of the ;"k; *"ord itself 
"*rt 

pt.destined to flow into the

a rile characters which, in a iumble of lower-case Didots or Gara-

t,-eds,la render validly pr.r.rri what we call the'letter', namely, the

**"ri^ffy localized ,q,t.1''1t oi the signifier'

- \I'ith the ieconJpiopi:riy of the sig"nifier, that of combining according

r: ,Jre laws of a closed ord.r, is affirried the necessity of the topological

f,.lsrrarum of which the term I ordinarily use, namely, the signifying

r:in, gives 
"" "pptoximate 

idea: rings of a necklace that is a ring in

rr.other necklace made of rings'

such are the strucrural conditions that define grammar as the order of

:r,,:rsrirutirr. .r*achments of the signifier uP.to the level of the unit

:rmediately superior to the sentencer-and-lexicology as the.o.rder of con-

sirutive inclusions of the signifier to the level of the verbal locution'

In examininj the limitt f,y which these t'wo exercises in the under-

i:anding of linguistic usage-are determined, it is easy to see that only the

:,rrrelation, l.i*.en ,igilfier and signifiei provide the standard for all

:esearch into significatiln, as is indilated by the notion of 'usage' of a

3xeme o, ,.-#teme which in fact refers to the context just above that

-:fzmesibut 
we must not exPect to find any phonetic constancy in the

[Jri;r;ry "^riutility 
to which this term apptieq by, ti:h_._t 

il-.^:Ii;

:i the units concerned.
But it is not b..uur. the undertakings of grammar and lexicology are

exhausted within certain limits that oie *tttt think that beyond those

r-irt signification reigns supreme' That would be an error'

For the signifier, by its very nature, always anticipates meaning by

uniolding its"dimension before it. As is seen at the level of the sentence

s'hen it is inter*pt.d before the significant term: 'I shall never ' ' 
" ',All the same it is. . .', 'And yet theie may be. . .'. Such sentences are

not withour mean ing, a *.uning all the more oppressive in that it is

content to make us wait for it'1s

But the ph.rro*.non is no different which by the mere recoil of a'but'

briG;;;;fi. [ghf .o*ely as the Shulamite, honest as the dew, the negress

adorned for the weddini and the Poor woman ready for the auction-

block.16
From which we can say that it is in the chain of the signifier that the

meaning 'insisrs' but that none of its elements 'consists' in the significa-

tion of?hich it is at the moment capable'
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We are forced, then, to accept the notio n of an incessant sliding of the
signified under the signifier - which Ferdinind 

-ff$Urt"t" 
ffiSmiA

viith an image resembling thii'wavy lines of the upper and lower Waters
in miniatures from manuscripts of Genesis; a double flux marked by fine
streaks of rain, vertical dotted lines supposedly confining segments of
correspondence.

All our experience runs counter to this linearity, which made me speak
once, in one of my seminars on psychosis, gf s_gqgdri"g more like
'anchofine points' ('poinrc de capiton') as a schema Ar t"fingfficcoA"r
the dominance of thb letter in thb dramatic transformation that dialogue
can effect in the subject.lT

The lineanty that Saussure holds to be constitutive of the chain of dis-
course, in conformity with its emission by a single voice and with its
honzontal position in our writing - if this linearity is necessarR in fact,
it is not sufficient. It applies to the chain of discourse only in the direc-
tion in which it is orientated in time, being taken as a signifying factor
in all ianguages in which'Peter hits Paul'reierses its time *tr." the terms
are inverted.

But one has only to listen to poetry, which Saussure was no doubt in
the habit of doingrls for a polyphony to be heard, for it ro become clear
that aII discourse is aligned along the several staves of a score.

There is in effect no signifying chain that does not have, as if aftached
to the punctuation of each of its units, a whole articulation of relevan:
contexts suspended 'vertically', as it were, from that point.

Let us take our word 'tree' again, this time not as an isolated noun.
but at the point of one of these punctuations, and see how it crosses the
bar of the Saussurian algorithm. (The anagram of 'arbre' and 'barre'
should be noted.)

For even broken down into the double spectre of its vowels and con-
sonants, it can still call up with the robur and the plane tree the significa-
tions it takes on, in the context of our flora, of strength and majestr'.
Drawing on all the symbolic contexts suggested in the Hebrew of tl:.
Bible, it erects on a barren hill the shadow of the cross. Then reduces t.
the capital Y, the sign of dichotomy which, except for the illustratio:.
used by heraldry, would owe nothing to the ree however genealogie.
we may think it. Circulatory tree, tree of life of the cerebelluffi, tr€€ t I
Saturn, tree of Diana, crystals formed in a tree struck by lightning, is ,'

your figure that traces our destiny fot us i1 the tortoise-shell cracke:

fy th.ire, or your lightning that causes that slow shift in the axis :
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"Eyndvta of:eing to surge up from an unnamable night into the
rnguage:

No! says the Tree, it says No! in the shower of sparks
Of its superb head

,ines that require the harmonics of the tree just as much as their con-

:inuation:

I.tr/Lich the storm treats as universally
As it does a blade of grass.re

For this modern verse is ordered according to the same law of the

parallelism of tlre;-rggifier- that creates the harmony governing the

pri;iAA5l;;i; epi. * tfi. *ost refined Chinese Poetry.- 
As is seen in the fact that the tree and the blade of grass are chosen

from the same mode of the existent in order for the signs of contra-

diction - sa)nng 'No!' and 'treat as' - to affect them, and also so as to

bring about, through the categorical conmast of the particularity of
'superb' with the 'universally' that reduces it, in the condensation of the

'head' (t6te) and the 'storm' (tpmp€te), the indiscernible shower of sparks

of the eternal instant.
But this 4-ol. signifier can only operate, it may be said, if it is Present

in t_begUbi9-.j. It is this objection that I answer by supposih$ that it has

paJsed over to the level of the signified.
For what is important is not that the subiect know anything whatso-

ever. (If leorss and cENTLEMEN were written in a language unknown

to the little boy and girl, their quanel would simply be the more ex-

clusively a quarrel over words, but no less ready to take on signification.)

What this structure of the signifying chain discloses is the possi-

bility I have, precisely in so far as I have this language in common with

other subjects, that is to say, in so far as it exists as a language, to use it

in order to signify something quite other than what it says. This function

of speech is more worth pointing out than that of 'disguising_the thought'

(more often than not indefinable) of the subject; it is no less than the

function of indicating the place of this subject in the 9ear9-[ fgr t-h-g guet

I have only to plant my tree in a locution; climb the ree, even project

on to it the cunning illumination a descriptive context gives to a wordl

raise it (arborer) so as not to let myself be imprisoned in some sort of

communQui of the facts, however official, and if I know the truth, make

it heard, in spite of all the betyeen-the-lines censures by the only signifier
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my acrobatics through the branches of the tree can con-stitute, Provoca-
tive to the point of burlesque, or PercePtible only to the practised eye,

according to whether I wish to be heard by the mob or by the few.

The pioperly signiffing function thus depicted in language has a name.

We leained this name in some grammar of our childhood, on the last

page, where the shade of Quintilian, relegated to some_ phantom chapter

ioncernittg'final considerations on style', seemed suddenly to speed up

his voice in an attempt to get in all he had to say before the end.

It is among the figures of style, or tropes - from which the verb 'to

find' (trouver) comes to us - that this name is found. This name is

m?!o!A(I: -."".-
i ttt.lt i.f.r only to the example given there: 'thirty sails'. For the

disquietude I felt over the fact that the word 'ship', concealed in this

expiession, seemed, by taking on its figurative sense, through the endless

reietition lf ,h. same old example, on"ly to increase-its pres-ence, o"!-9!.1qd-

(ioilai) not so much those illuitrious sails (uoiles) as the definitibn they

were supposed to illustrate.
The pirt taken for the whole, we said to ourselves, and if the thing is

to be taken seriously, we are left with very litde idea of the importance

of this fleet, which 'thirty sails' is precisely supposed to give us: for each

ship to have just one sail is in fact the least likely possibility.

By which we see that the connexion between ship and sail is nowhere

but in the signifier, and that it is in the word-to-word conllgxion that

metonymy is based.2o
I shall designate as metonymy, then, the one side (versan) of the

effective field constituted by the signifier, so that meaning can emerge

there.
The other side is metapltor. Let us immediately find an illustration;

Quillet's dictionary seemed an aPPropriate place to find a sample that

would not seem to be chosen for my own PurPoses' and I didn't have to

go any further than the well known line of Victor Hugo:
His sheaf was neither miserly nor spiteful - . .2r

under which aspect I presented metaphor in my seminar on the psychoses.

It should be said that modern poetry and especially the Surrealist

school have taken us a long way in this direction by showing that any

coniunction of two signifiers would be equally sufficient to constitute a

metaphor, excepr for the additional requirement of the greatest possible

disparity of the images signified, needed for the production of the poetic

spark, or in other words for metaphoric creation to take place.

(
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It is true this radical position is based on the experiment known as
automatic writing, which would not have been attempted if its pioneers
:rad not been reassured by the Freudian discovery. But it remains a con-
tused position because the doctrine behind it is false.

The creative spark of the metaphor does not spring from the presen-
tation of two images, that is, of two signifiers equally actualized. It
tlashes between two signifiers one of which has taken the place of the
other in the signifying chain, the occulted signifier remaining present
rhrough its (metonymic) connexion with the rest of the chain.

One wordfor anotlter: that is the formula for the metaphor and if you
are a poet you will produce for your own delight a continuous stream, a
dazzlingtissue of metaphors. If the result is the sort of intoxication of the
dialogue that Jean Tardieu wrote under this title, that is only because
he was giving us a demonstration of the radical superfluousness of all
signification in a perfectly convincing representation of a bourgeois
comedy.

It is obvious that in the line of Hugo cited above, not the slightest
spark of light springs from the proposition that the sheaf was neither
miserly nor spiteful, for the reason that there is no question of the sheaf's
having either the merit or demerit of these attributes, since the attributes,
like the sheaf, belong to Booz, who exercises the former in disposing of
the latter and without informing the latter of his sentiments in the case.

Id however, his sheaf does refer us to Booz, and this is indeed the case,
it is because it has replaced him in the signi$ring chain at the very place
where he was to be exalted by the sweeping away of greed and spite.
But now Booz himself has been swept away by the sheaf, and hurled
into the outer darkness where greed and spite harbour him in the hollow
of their negation.

But once his sheaf has thus usurped his place, Booz czln no longer
return there; the slender thread of the little word his that binds him to it
is only one more obstacle to his return in that it links him to the notion
of possession that retains him at the heart of greed and spite. So fts
generosity, affirmed in the passage, is yet reduced to less than nothing
by the munificence of the sheaf which, coming from nature, knows
neither our reserve nor our rejections, and even in its accumulation re-
mains prodigal by our standards.

But if in this profusion the giver has disappeared along with his giftr.
it is only in order to rise again in what surrounds the figure of speech in
which he was annihilated. For it is the figure of the burgeoning of
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fecundity, and it is this that announces the surprise that the poem cel.-
brates, namely, the promise that the old man will receive in the sacrc:
context of his accession to paternity.

So, it is betrveen the signifier in the form of the proper name oi :
man and the signifier that metaphorically abolishes him that the poe::-
spark is produced, and it is in this case all the more effective in realizirl
the signification of paternity in that it reproduces the mythical evenr i:.
terms of which Freud reconstructed the progress, in the unconscious r- :
all men, of the paternal mystery.

Modern metaphor has the same structure. So the line Love is a pebi.t
laughing in the sunlig/tt, recreates love in a dimension that seems to r:.:
most tenable in the face of its imminent lapse into the mirage of nar-
cissistic altruism.

We see, then that, metaphor occurs at the precise point at which sens.
emerges from non-sense, that is, at that frontier which, as Freud dis-
covered, when crossed the other way produces the word that in Frencl.
is the word par excellence, the,word that is simply the signifi er 'esprit'1::
it is at this frontier that we realize that man defies his very destiny wher
he derides the signifier.

But to come back to our subject, what does man find in metonymr'
if not the power to circumvent the obstacles of social--csnsurel Does no:
fris form, which gives its field to truth in its very oppression, manifest a
certain servitude inherent in its presentationl

One may read with profit a book by Leo Strauss, from the land tha:
traditionally offers asylum to those who choose freedom, in which the
author reflects on the relation between the art of writing and persecu-
tion.23 By pushing to its limits the sort of connaturality that links this
art to that condition, he lets us glimpse a certain something which in this
matter imposes its form, in the effect of truth on desire.

But haven't we felt for some time now that, having-fo1lowed the wavs
of the letter in search of Freudian truth, we are getting very warm indeed.
that it is burning all about usl

Of course, as it is said, the letter killeth while the spirit giveth life.'W'e 
can't help but agree, having had to pay homage elsewhere to a noble

victim of the error of seeking the spirit in the lette4 but we should also
like to know how the spirit could live without the letter. Even so, rhe
pretentions of the spirit would remain unassailable if the letter had not
shown us that it produces all the effects of truth in man without involving
the spirit at all.
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It is none other than Freud who had this revelation, and he called his

discovery the unconscious.

IN{

II The letter in the unconscious

In the complete works of Freud, one out of every three Pages is devoted

to philological references, one out of every two_ Pages to logical in-

ferences, errerywhere a dialectical- apprehension of experience, the pro-

portion'of utrilysis of ffiEffiEAifrcreasing to the extent that the uncon-

scious is directly concerned.
Thus in 'ThL Interpretation of Dreams' every Page deals with what

I call the letter of the discourse, in its texture, its usage, its immanence

in the matterin question. For it is with thii-work ihat the work of Freud

l.gi"t i" open ihe royal road to the unconscious. And Freud gave us

noli.. of this; his conhdence at the time of launching this book in the

early days of this century2a only confirms what he continued to Pro-
claim to the end: that he had staked the whole of his discovery on this

essential expression of his message.
The first sentence of the opening chapter announces what for the sake

of the exposition could not b; PostPoned: that the dream is a rebus. And

Freud go.r on to stipulate what I have said from the start, that it must

be undirstood quite iiterally. This derives from the agency in the dream

of that same literal (or phonematic) structure in which the signifi-er.is

articulared and analysed- in discourse. So the unnatural images of the

boat on the roof, ot ih. man with acommaforaheadrwhicharespecifically

menrioned by Freud, are examples of dream-images that are to be taken

only for their value as signifiers, that is to say, in so far as they allow us

to spell out the 'proverb' presented by the rebus of the dream. The

linguistic ,tr,..trr.. that enables us to read dreams is the very principle of

the 'significance of the dream', the Traumdeutung

Freud shows us in every possible way that the value of the image as

signifier has nothing whatever to do with its signification, giving as an

example Egyptian hleroglyphics in which it would be sheer buffoonery

to pr.t.nd-iliat in a givin text the frequency of a vulture, which is an

alEh, or of a chick, *tti.h is a uau, indicating a form of the verb 'to be'

or a pluraf prove that the text has anything at all to do with these ornitho-

logical ,p..i*.trs. Freud finds in this writing certain uses of the signifier

thit .t. lost in ours' such as the use 
"f *:::::i:i::t, 

where a
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caregorical figure is added to the literal figuration of a verbal terml bu:
this is only to show us that even in this writing, the so-ealled'ideogtarn
is a letter.

But it does not require the current confusion on this last term for
there to prevail in the minds of psychoanalysts lacking linguistic trainins
the prejudice in favour of a symbolism deriving from natural analogr'.
or even of the image as appropriate to the instinct. And to such an ex-
tent that, outside the French school, which has been alerted, a distinction
must be drawn between reading coffee grounds and reading hierogly'-
phics, by recalling to its own principles a technique that could not be

iustified were it not directed towards the unconscious.
It must be said that this is admitted only with difficulty and that the

mental vice denounced above enjoys such favour that today's psycho-
analyst can be expected to say that he decodes before he will come
around to taking the necessary tour with Freud (turn at the statute of
Champollion,2s says the guide) that will make him understand that what
he does is decipher; the distinction is that a cryptogram takes on its fuli
dimension only when it is in a lost language.

Taking the tour is simply continuing in the Traumdeutung.
Entstellung, translated as 'distortion' or 'transposition', is what Freud

shows to be the general precondition for the functioning of the dream,
and it is what I designated above, following Saussure, as the sliding of
the signified under the signifier, which is always active in discourse (its
action, let us note, is unconscious).

But what v/e call the two 'sides' of the effect of the signifier on the
signified are also found here.

Verdichtung, or'condensation', is the structure of the superimposition
of the signifiers, which metaphor takes as its field, and whose name, con-
densing in itself the word Dichtung, shows how the mechanism is con-
natural with poetry to the point that it envelops the traditional function

ProPer to Poetry.
In the case of Verschiebung, 'displacement', the German term is

closer to the idea of that veering off of signification that we see in
metonymy, and which from its first appearance in Freud is represented
as the most appropriate means used by the unconscious to foil censorship.

What distinguishes these two mechanisms, which play such a privileged
role in the dream-work (Traumarbei), from their homologous function
in discoursel Nothing, except a condition imposed upon the signi&ing
material, called Ricksicht auf Darstellbarkeil, which must be translated
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by 'consideration of the means of representation'. (The translation by
'role of the possibility of figurative expression' being too approximative
here.) But this condition constitutes a limitation operating within the
system of writing; this is a long way from di-ssolving the system into a
figurative semiology on a level with phenomena of natural expression.
This fact could perhaps shed light on the problems involved in certain
modes of pictography which, simply because they have been abandoned
in writing as imperfect, are not therefore to be regarded as mere evolu-
tionary stages. Let us say, then, that the dream is like the parlour-game
in which one is supposed to get the spectators to guess some well known
saying or variant of it solely by dumb-show. That the dream uses speech
makes no difference since for the unconscious it is only one among
several elements of the representation. It is precisely the fact that both
the gime and the dream run up against a lack of taxematic material for
the representation of such logical articulations as causality, contradic-
tion, hypothesis, etc., that proves they are a form of writing rather than
of mime. The subtle processes that the dream is seen to use to represent
these logical articulations, in a much less artificial way than games
usually employ, are the object of a special study in Freud in which we
see once more confirmed that the dream-work follows the laws of the
signifier.

The rest of the dream-elaboration is designated as secondary by
Freud, the nature of which indicates its value: they are phantasies or day-
dreams (Tagtraum) to use the term Freud prefers in order to emphasize
their function of wish-fulfillment (Wunscherfillung). Given the fact
that these phantasies may remain unconscious, their distinctive feature
is in this case their signification. Now, concerning these phantasies, Freud
tells us that their place in the dream is either to be taken up and used as
signifying elements for the statement of the unconscious thoughts
(Traumgedanke), or to be used in the secondary elaboration just men-
tioned, that is to say, in a function not to be distinguished from our
waking thought (von unserem waclten Denken nicht lu unterschieden)rNo
better idea of the effects of this function can be given than by comparing
it to areas of colour which, when applied here and there to a stencil-
plate, can make the stencilled figures, rather forbidding in themselves,
more reminiscent of hieroglyphics or of a rebus, look like a figurative
painting.

Forgive me if I seem to have to spell out Freud's textl I do so not only
to show how much is to be gained by not cutting it about, but also in
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order to situate the development of psychoanalysis according to its first
guide-lines, which'were fundamental-and never revoked.

Yet from the beginning there was a general mdconnaissance of the
constitutive role of the signifier in the stitus that Freud from the first
assigned to the unconscious and in the most precise formal manner.

There are two reasons for this, of which the least obvious, of course,
is that this formalization was not sufficient in itself to bring about a
recognition of the agency 9f the signifier because the Troirmdeutung
appeared 

lo"g before the formalizations of linguistics for which one
could no doubt show that it paved the way by"the sheer *.gh, of its
truth.

(F . Tht.lecon{ reason' which is after all only the -r-eve69 -q_ldg of the first.v' is that if psychoanalysts were fascinat6d .".turiu.i/ ly iti. rignifi.rrion;
\ 

revealed in the unconscious, it is because these significations derived their
secret attraction floa .gh-e- dnlgglig .that seemed tg !g:rrn[a!gs*t_ i-4 ftem.I have shown in my teminaii' lttui ii It tli. ,re.d to counreract the
continuously accelerating effects of this bias that alone explains the
aPParent- changes of direction or rather changes of tack, *ttiitt Freud,
through his primary concern to preserve for plrt.rity both his discovery
and the fundamental revisions it effected in ot, kno*ledge, felr it neces-
sary to apply to his doctrine.

{?r' I_ repeat, in the situation in which he found himserf, having
nothing that corresponded to the object of his discovery ,h.i *u, at the
same level of scientific development - in this situation, at least he never
failed to maintain this object on the level of its ontological dignity.

The rest was the work of the gods atrd took such u.6urr. tliat analysis
today takes its bearings in those imaginary forms that I rr.".;"r, shown
to be drawn 'resist-style' (en reserve)-on ,ir. text they mutilatJ - and the
analyst tries to accommodate his direction to them, confusing them, in
the interpretation of the dream, with the visionary liberation oithe hiero-
glyghic aviaty, and_seeking generally the control of the exhaustion of the
analysis in a sort of 'scann ing"u of ihere forms whenever they appear, in
the idea that they are witnesses of the exhausti"" 

"irh; 
*g*rJrris and of

thetemodelling of the obiect relation from which the subject is supposed
to derive his 'character-type,.2z

-The 
technique that is baied on such positions can be fertile in its various

effects, and under the-aegis of therapy, difficult to criticize. But an internal
criticism must none the less arise. fro* the flagrant disparity b.t*.en the
mode of operation by which the techniqu."i, iustified - namery the

L
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analytic rule, all the instruments of which, beginning with 'free associa-
tion', depend on the conception of the unconscious of its inventor - and,
on the other hand, the general mdconnaissance that reigns regarding this
conception of the unconscious. The most ardent adherents of this tech-
nique believe themselves to be freed of any need to reconcile the two by
the merest pirouette: the analytic rule (they say) must be all the more
religiously observed since it is only the result of a lucky accident. In
other words, Freud never knew what he was doing.

A return to Freud's text shows on the contrary the absolute coherence
between his technique and his discovey, and at the same time this co-
herence allows us to put all his procedures in their proper place.

That is why any rectification gfpsycho_analysis-must inevitably involve
a return to the truth of that discovery, which, taken in its original moment,
is impossible to obscure.

For in the analysis of dreams, Freud intends only to give us the laws of
the unconscious in their most general extension. One of the reasons why
dreams were most propitious for this demonstration is exactly, Freud
tells us, that they reveal the same laws whether in the normal person or in
the neurotic.

But in either case, the efficacy of the unconscious does not cease in the
waking state. The psychoanalytic experience does nothing other than

I
II I

establish that the unconscious leaves none of our actions outside its field.
The presence of the unconscious in the psychological order, in other
words in the relation-functions of the individual, should, however, be
more precisely defined: it is not coextensive with that order, for we know
that if unconscious motivation is manifest in conscious psychical effects,
as well as in unconscious ones, conversely it is only elementary to recall
to mind that a large number of psychical effects that are quite legitimately
designated as unconscious, in the sense of excluding the characteristic of
consciousness, are nonetheless without any relation whatever to the un-
conscious in the Freudian sense. So it is only by an abuse of the term that
unconscious in that sense is confused with psychical, and that one may
thus designate as psychical what is in fact an effect of the unconscious, as
on the somatic for instance.

It is a matter, therefore, of defining the topography of this unconscious.
I say that it is the very topography defined by the algorithm:

!
s
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What we have been able to develop concerning the effects of the
signifier on the signified suggests its transformation into:

I
/(s);

We have shown the effects not only of the elements of the horizontal
signifying chain, but also of its vertical dependencies in the signified,
divided into two fundamental structures called metonymy and metaphor.
We can symbolize them by, first:

/ (S. . .S')S=S(-)s

that is to say, the metonymic structure, indicating that it is the connexion
between signifier and signifier that permits the elision in which the
signifier installs the lack-of-being in the object relation, using the value
of 'reference back' possessed by signification in order to invest it with the
desire aimed at the very lack it supports. The sign - placed between ( )
represents here the maihtenance of the bar which, in the original
algorithm, marked the irreducibility in which, in the relations between
signifier and signified, the resistance of signification is constituted.28

Secondly,

g S(*)s

the metaphoric structure indicating that it is in the substitution of signi-
fier for signifier that an effect of signification is produced that is creative
or poetic, in other words, which is the advent of the signification in
question.2e The sign f between ( ) represents here the crossing of the
bar - and the constitutive value of this crossing for the emergence of
signification.

l- This crossing expresses the condition of passage of the signifier into
4 the signified thit I pointed out above, although p-rovisionally-confusing

it with the place of the subiect.
'---It is the function of the subject, thus introduced, that we must nos'
turn to since it lies at the crucial point of our problem.

'I think, therefore I am' (cogito ergo sum) is not merely the formula in
which is constituted, with the historical high point of reflection on the
conditions of science, the link between the transparency of the transcen-
dental subject and his existential affirmation.

Perhaps I am only object and mechanism (and so nothing more than

'(l) '
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phenomenon), but assuredly in so far as I think so, I am - absolutely.
No doubt philosophers have brought important corrections to this
formulation, notably that in that which thinks (cogitans), I can never
constitute myself as anything but 

-object 
(cogitatum). Nonetheless it

remains true that by way of this elxtreme purification of the transcendental
subject, my existential link to its proiect seems irrefutable, at least in its
present form, and that: 'cogito ergo sum' ubi cogito, ibi sum, overcomes this
objection.

Of course, this limits me to being there in my being only in so far as I
think that I am in-my thought; justlow far I actually-think this concerns
only myself and if I say it, interests no one.3o

Yet to elude this problem on the pretext of its philosophical pretensions
is simply to admit one's inhibition. For the notion of subject is indispens-
able even to the operation of a science such as strategy (in the modern
sense) whose calculations exclude all 'subjectivism'.

It is also to deny oneself access to what might be called the Freudian
universe - in the way that we speak of the Copernican universe. It was in
fact the so-called Copernican revolution to which Freud himself compared
his discovery, emphasizing that'it was once again a question of the place
man assigns to himself at the centre of a universe.

Is the place that I occupy as the subject of a signifier concentric or ex- ,
centric, in relation to the place I occupf as subject of the signifiedl - that
is the question.

It is not a question of knowing whether I speak of myself in a way that
conforms to what I am, but rather of knowing whether I am the same as
that of which I speak. And it is not at all inappropriate to use the word
'thought' here. For Freud uses the term to designate the elements in-
volved in the unconscious, that is the signifying mechanisms that we now
recognize as being there.

It is nonetheless true that the philosophical cogito is at the centre of the
mirage that renders modern man so sure of being himself even in his
unceitainties about himself, and even in the ;irfiJ t. tt.t learned to
practisb agaiiGf the tiap3 bf selflove.

Furthermore, if, turning the weapon of metonymy against the nostalgia
that it serves, I refuse to seek any meaning beyond tautolo1y, if in the
name of 'war is war'and'a penny's a penny'I decide to be only what I am,
how even here can I elude the obvious fact tbat I".3m in that very actl

And it is no less true if I take myself to th*" oih.i, 
-dt"phoffiole 

of
the signifying quest, and if I dedicate myself to becoming what I am, to

-
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coming into beingr l cannot doubt that even if I lose myself in the process,
I am in.that procgqs:.

-' Now it is on these very points, where evidence will be subverted by
the empirical, that the trick of the Freudian conversion lies.

This signifying game between metonymy and metaphor, up to and
including the active edge that splits my deqge_letween a refusal of the
signifier-and a lack of 

"being, 

""a 
U;fS rn5/ @"6f-iny

destiny, this game, in all its inexorable subtlety, is played until the match
is called, there where I am not, because I crnnot situate myself there.

That is to say, what is needed is more than these words with which, for
a brief moment I disconcerted my audience: I think where I am not,
therefore I am where I do not think. Words that render sensible to an
ear properly attuned with what elusive ambiguity3l the ring of meaning
flees from our grasp along the verbal thread.

What one ought to say is: I am not wherever I am the plaything of my
thought; I think of what I am where I do not think to think.

This two-sided mystery is linked to the fact that the truth can be
evoked only in that dimension of alibi in which all 'realism' in creative
works takes its virtue from metonymy; it is likewise linked to this other
fact that we accede to meaning only through the double twist of metaphor
when we have the one and only key: the S and the s of the Saussurian
algorithm are not on the same level, and man only deludes himself when
he believes his true place is at their axis, which is nowhere.

Was nowhere, that is, until Freud discovered it; for if what Freud dis-
covered isn't that, it isn't anything.

The contents of the unconscious with all their disappointing ambiguities
give us no reality in the subject more consistent than the immediate; their
virtue derives from the truth and in the dimension of being: Kern unseres
WesensTur. Fi.,rdt o*n terms.

The double-triggered mechanism of metaphor is the very mechanism
by which the symptom, in the analytic senser.is-determined. Between the
enigmatic signifier of the sexual rauma and the term that is substituted
for it in an actual signifying chain there passes the spark that fixes in a
symptom the signification inaccessible to the conscious subject in which
that symptom may be resolved - a symptom being a metaphor in which
flesh or function is taken as a signifyi.g element.

And the enigmas that desire seems to pose for i tnatural philosophy'-
its frenzy mocking the abyss of the infinite, the secret collusion with

-
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which it envelops the pleasure of knowing and of dominating with
jouissattce, these amount to no other derangement of instinct than that of
being caught in the rails - eternally stretching forth towards the desire

for something ebe- of metonymy. Hence its'perverse'fixation at the very
iuspension.ioi,'tofthesignifringchaiffiory]!.,..,,.,
immobilized and the fascinating image of the fetish is petrified.

There is no other way of conceiving the indestructibility ofunconscious
desire - in the absence of a need which, when forbidden satisfaction, does
not sicken and die, even if it means the destruction of the organism itself.
It is in a memory, comparable to what is called by that name in our
modern thinking-machines (which are in turn based on an electronic
realization of the composition of signification), it is in this sort of memory
that is found the chain that insists on reproducing itself in the transference,
and which is the chain of dead desire.

T .  t  - :1- . - ' ;  r . . : . . - - . r - .e?-FE? .  l .  l .  - l  . tIt is the truth of whai tliG?l6ire has been in his history that the patient
cries out through his symptom, as Christ said that the stones themselves
would have cried out if the children of Israel had not lent them their voice.

And that is why only psychoanalysis allows us to differentiate within
memory the function of recollection. Rooted in the signifier, it resolves
the Platonic aporias of reminiscence through the ascendancy of history
in man.

One has only to read the 'Three Essays on Sexuality' to observe, in
spite of the pseudo-biological glosses with which it is decked out for
popular consumption, that Freud there derives all accession to the object
from a dialectic of return.

Starting fr6riiHdiaAifiT Dontros) Freud arrives less than twenty years
later at Kierkegaard].g_gegetltj..q*0; that is, in submitting his thought solely
to the humble but inflexible consequences of the 'talking cure'r33 he was
unable ever to escape the living servitudes that led him from the sovereign
principle of the Logos to re-thinking the Empedoclean antinomies of
death.

And how else are we to conceive the recourse of a man of science to a
Deus ex machina than on that'other scene'he speaks of as the locus of the
dream, a Deus ex machina only less derisory for the fact that it is revealed
to the spectator that the machine directs the directorl How else can we
imagine that a scientist of the nineteenth century, unless we realize that
he had to bow before the force of evidence that went well beyond his
prejudices, valued more highly than all his other works his Totern and
Taboo, with its obscene, ferocious figure of the primordial father, not to

;
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be exhausted in the expiation of Oedipus' blindness, and before which the
ethnologists of today bow as before the growth of an authentic mythi

So that imperious proliferation of particular symbolic creations, suci:
as what are called the sexual theories of the child, which supply the
motivation down to the smallest detail of neurotic compulsions, these
reply to the same necessities as do myths.

Thus, to speak of the precise point we are treating in my seminars or:
Freud, little Hans, left in the lurch at the age of five by his symbolic
environment, and suddenly forced to face the enigma of his sex and his
existence, developed, under the direction of Freud and of his father.
Freud's disciple, in mythic form, around the signi&ing crystal of his
phobia, all the permutations possible on a limited number of signifiers.

The operation shows that even on the individual level the solution of
the impossible is brought within man's reach by the exhaustion of all
possible forms of the impossibilities encountered in solution by recourse
to the signifying equation. It is a striking demonstration that illuminates
the labyrinth of a case which so far has only been used as a source oi
demolished fragments. We should be struck, too, by the fact that it is in
the coextensivity of the development of the symptom and of its curative
resolution that the nature of the neurosis is revealed: whether phobic,
hysterical, or obsessive, the neurosis is a question that being poses for the
subject 'from where it was before the subject came into the world'
(Freud's phrase, which he used in explaining the Oedipal complex to
liale Hans),

The'being' referred to is that which appears in a lightning moment in
the void of the verb 'to be' and I said that it poses its question for the
subiect. What does that meanl It does not pose it \efore the subject, since
the subject cannot come to the place where it is posed, but it poses it iz
place of the subject, that is to say, in that place it poses the question with
the subject, as one poses a problem with a
thought vith his soul.

Thus Freud introduced the ego into his

pen, or as Aristotle's man

docrine,tn by defining it
according to the resistances that are proper to it. 'What I have tried to
convey is that these resistances are of an imaginary nature much in the
same sense as those coaptative lures that the ethologyof animal behaviour
shows us in display or combat, and that these lures are reduced in man
to the narcissistic relation introduced by Freud, which I have elaborated
in my essay on the mirror stage. I have tried to show that by situating in
this ego the synthesis of the perceptual functions in which the sensori-
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moror selections are integrated, Freud seems to abound in that delegation

that is traditionally supposed to rePresent reality for the ego, and that this

reality is all the more included in the suspension of the ego.

For this ego, which is notable in the first instance for the imaginary

inertias that ii concentrates against the message of the unconsciousr oPer-

ates solely with a view to covering the displacement constituted by the

subject with a resistance that is essential to the discourse as such.

t6.t is why an exhaustion of the mechanisms of defence, which

Fenichel the piactitioner shows us so well in his studies ofanalytic tech-

nique (while tis whole reduction on the theoretical level of neuroses and

pry.hor.s to genedc anomalies in libidinal development is pure.platitude),

..rrif.rts itse"lf, without Fenichel's accounting for it or realizing it him-

self, as simply rhe reverse side of the mechanisms of the unconscious.

Periphrasiti iryp.tbaton, ellipsis, suspension, anticipation' retraction,

,,.g.tiorr, iigt.rtion, irony, ih.t. are the figures of style (Quintilian's

fgirrot rirrririorum);as catachresis, litotes, antonomasia, hypotyposis are

ifi. trop.s, whose terms suggest themselves as the most ProPef for the

labelling of these mechanis-t. C.t one really see these as mere figure-s of

speech ih.tr it is the figures themselves that are the active principle of the

,iretoric of the discourse that the analysand in fact uttersl

By persisting in describing the nature of resistance as a Permanent
.-oiiorr.l ,t.t.] thus maki"g it alien to the discourser- today's p-sycho--

analysts havesimply shown thut they have fallen under the blow of one of

the iundamental iruths that Freud rediscovered through psychoanalysis.

One is never h.Ppy making way for a new truth' for it,always means

making our way into it: the truth is always disturbing. w.- cannot even

manage to get used to it. W'e are used to the real. The truth'we rePress.

N; it is quite specially necessary to the scientist, to the seerr even to

the quack, that he should be the onl-Y one to know. The idea that deep in

th. ,i*plest (and even sickest) of souls there is something ready to

blossom is bai enough! But if someone seems to know as much as they

about what we oughi to make of it . . . then the categories of primitive,

prelogical, archaic, o, .rr.t magical thought, so easy to impute to others'

iurh Io our aid! Ii is not righi that these nonentities keep us breathless

with enigmas that prove to be only too unreliable'

To interpret the unconscious as Freud did, one would have to be as he

was, an .rrry.topedia of the arts and muses, as well as an assiduous reader

of th. Ftieiende Blcitter.35 And the task is made no easier by the fact that

we are at ;he mercy of a thread woven with allusions, quotationsr Punst
$
#
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Ix{
'Of Children in Swaddling Clothes

?,",:::; "{' :z: :i li ;tin ;:,r ::: : : fr:# ::ffi
their arms and legs by folk who pill not undcrstand

your language; altd-you 
-will 

onl\le ablg y.9 Sive
vbnt to your griefs and sense of loss of li\erty
by making tearful complaints, and sighs, and

lamentations one to another; for those who
bind you pill not understand youro:ffi!:;:l:;:,:::"

LEoNARDo DA vlNcl l

lx{

Although the nature of this contribution was determined by the the:r
of the third volume of La Psychanalyttrt I owe to what rvill be fou:,:
there to insert it at a point somewhere between writin g (l'dcrit) t*
speech - it will be half-way between the two.

Writing is distinguished by u prevalence of the text in rhe sense :.-r
this factor of discourse will assume in this essay a factor that mar-l
possible the kind of tightening up that I like in order to leave the reai:
no other way out than the way in, which I prefer to be difficult. In :..r
sense, then, this will not be writing.

Because I always try to provide my seminars each time with so:r.
thing new, I have refrained so far from giving such a text, with oD€ €xc<i-
tion, which is not particularly outstanding in the conrexr of the seir.
and which I refer to at all only for the general level of its argumenr.

For the urgency that I now take as a pretext for leaving aside sucl: c
aim only masks the difficulty that, in trying to mainrain ii at the ler-ei a
which I ought to present my teaching here, I might push it too far fr-:
speech, whose very different techniques are essential to the forma::,r
effect I seek.

That is why I have taken the expedient offered me by the invitari =
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: -'' lecture to the philosophy group of the Fdd6ration des 6tudiants ds
c:rres3 to produce an adaptation suitable to what I have to say: its neces-
sary generality matches the exceptional character of the audience, but its
rrle object encounters the collusion of their common training, a literary
: re, to which my title pays homage.

Indeed, how could we forget that to the end of his days Freud con-
i:3ntly maintained that such a training was the prime requisite in the
j:'rmation of analysts, and that he designated the eternal universitas
::rcrarum as the ideal place for its institutioni

Thus my recourse (in rewriting) to the movement of the (spoken)
iscourse, restored to its vitality, by showing whom I meant it for,
=arks even more clearly thoSe for whom it is not intended.

I mean that it is not intended for those who, for any reason whatever,
::'r, psychoanalysis, allow their discipline to avail itself of some false
: ientity - a fault of habit, but its effect on the mind is such that the true
:Jentity may appear as simply one alibi among others, a sort of refined
=duplication whose implications will not be lost on the most subtle minds.

So one observes with a certain curiosity the beginnings of a new direc-
'.ron concerning symbolization and language in the fnternational Journal
:.f Psychoanalysis, with a great many sticky fingers leafing through the
tages of Sapir and Jespersen. These exercises are sdll somewhat un-
:ractised, but it is above all the tone that is lacking. A certain'seriousness'
as one enters the domain of veracity cannot fail to raise a smile.

And how could a psychoanalyst of today not realize that speech is the

@e,q-hilvhoJe experien_ce must !1,4jl teg.gh alone
lilfitrument, ig-., 

".ggl!r.its 
material, and even the background noise

oT m-ummmTres.

I}{{
I The Meaning of the Letter

.{s my title suggests, beyond this 'speech', whlt th9 psychoanalytic eI-
periglqg dgc_o.,ygrs in the unconscious is the. whole structure of language.
Thus f;i,m tlie outset I have aieited i"ioi-!d 

-inJr 
to the extent to

'a'hich the notion that the unconscious is merely the seat of the instincts
;ill have to be rethought.

But how are'we to take this 'letter' herel Quite simply, literally.s
By 'letter' I designate that material support that concrete discourse

borrows from language.
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This simple definition assumes that language is not to be confui,:

with the vjrious psychical and somatic functions that serve it in : ,

speaking subject - primarily because lang:.?ge and its structure ci.

prio, to"th. moment ut *hi.h .u.tt6[jit "* *;ry5lntil-Eil]pt':.

development makes his entry into it.
Let us notd, then, that aphasias, although caused by purely anaton::..

lesions in the cerebral apphanrsttfat supplies the mental centre for r: ,'.'
functions, prove, on the whole, to distribute their deficits between : ,
two sides of the signifying effect of what we call here 'the letter' in : ,r
creation of signification.6 A point that will be clarified later.

Thus the subject, too, if he can appear to be the slave of langu,:'
is all the more so of a discourse in the universal movement in *; ::
his place tlel1_euO"y itU$ilg-d at !i4!, if only byvirtue of his pr, r':-
name.

Reference to the experience of the community, or to the substanc.. r
this discourse, settles nothing. For this experience assumes its esse:.'.*
dimension in the tradition that this discourse itself establishes. T ,
tradition, long before the drama of history is inscribed in it, lays d " ,
the elementary.structures of culture. And these very structures r€\'e;. -:
ordering of possible exchangesrrlfth, even if unconscious, is inconc.
able outside the permutations authorized by language.

With the result that the ethnographic duality of nature and cultu:, l
giving way to a ternary conception of the human condition - na:--T
society, and*cuhgrg - the last term of which could well be reducc.:
language, or that which essentially distinguishes human society :': :
natural societies.

But I shall not make of this distinction either a point or a point o: .:
parture, leaving to its own obscurity the question of the original :, -..
tions between the signifier ald lahour. I shall be conrent, for m)' .
jab at the general function o$praxislin the genesis of history, ro poir:: .;
that the very society that wlShAI% restore, along with the privilee.', :
the producer, the causal hierarchy of the relations between produc: :
and the ideological superstructure to their full political rights, has : :E
the less failed to give birth to an esperanto in which the relations oi -:-:.
guage to socialist realities would have rendered any literary forma...,:
radically impossible.?

For my part, I shall trust only those assumptions that have alr..:-
proven their value by virtue of the fact that language through then': '.a
attained the status of an object of scientific investigation.
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For it is by virtue of this fact that linguisticss is seen to occuPy the key

position in tiris domain, and the reclassificadon of the sciences and a re-

gro,rping of them around it signals, as is usually the clser a revolution in

["o*l.d"ge; only the necessitiis of communication made me inscribe it

at the h"ia of this volume under the title 'the sciences of man' - despite

the confusion that is thereby covered over.e

To pinpoint the .-..g.n.e of linguistic science we may say that, as

in the 
^*r. 

of all sciencJs in the *od.* sense, it is contained in the

constitutive moment of an algorithm that is its foundatio-1. This algorithm

is the following:

//.--'.-,*_

---

S
- - / ' ;

which is read as: the signifigr over the signified, 'over' corresponding to

the bar separating the two stages. - - * "'
-q+f#.-.- r nls ,rgr ,r,o-illd be attribul.d io Ferdinand de Saussure although it

is not fouid in exactly this form in any of the numerous schemas, which

none the less express i,, to be found in the printed version of his lectures

of the years ,9ie1, rW8-9, and rgro-r r, ryhich the Piety of a. grouP of

his discipl., ."rred'to be published under the title, Cours de lingvist-tque

gi*role)a work of prime irnporr.t ce for the transmission of a teaching

?orthy of the ,r.*., that is, th.t ott. czln come to terms with only in its

own terms.
That is why it is legitimate for us to give him credit for the formula-

tion S/s ly *tti.tt, in"spite of the differences among schools, the begin-

ning of modern linguistics can be recogn]ze$'

fhe the*atics oithis science is henceforth suspended, in effect, at the

primordial position of the signifier and the signifild a,s being distinct

trd.r, sep.rated initially by a barrier resisting signification. And that is

what *., to make possible an exact study of the connections ProPer to

the signifier, and oi th. extent of their function in the genesis of the

signified. r r r.
to, this primordial distinction goes well beyond the discussion con-

cerning the arbitraline*st ,o,f rhe slg-n, as it has been elaborated since the

earliesi r.fl..tioii of the ancientsr-and even beyond the impasse which,

through the same period, has been encountered in every discussion of the

bi-uniocul .o...rpondence between the word and the thing, if only in

the mere act of nurning. All this, of course, is quite conftary to-the
z,+"-*

appearances srffiA-Ft the importance often imputed to the role of the
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index finger pointing to an object in the learning Proc-ess of the in-:''-

subject leatttittg his mother tongue, or the use in foreign langr:';'

teaching of so-called 'concrete' methods.

Oneiannor go further along this line of thought than to demonsi:- '

that no signification can be sustained other than by reference to ano:
significationto: in its extreme form this amounrc to the proposition :: -
-tH6'iei iJ no languag e (langue) in existence for which there is any ques::
of its inability to cover the whole field of the signified, it being an ei', --
of its existence as a language (langue) that it necessarily answers all oec-
If we try to grasp in language the constitution of the object, we car,:
fail to notice that this constitution is to be found only at the levei
concept, a very different thing from a simple nominative, and that :
thing, when reduced to the noun, breaks up into the double, divere.-
beam of the 'cause' (r,qps") in which it has taken shelter in the Fre:..
word chose, and the irothing (rien) to which it has abandoned its La:.-
dress (rem).

These considerations, important as their existence is for the philo- -
pher, turn us away from the locus in which language questions us as :
its very nature. And we will fail to pursue the question further as lc: -
as we cling to the illusion that the signifier answers to the function
representing the signified, or better, that the signifier has to answer :
its existence in the name of any signification whatever.

For even reduced to this latter formulation, the heresy is the s?flrc
the heresy that leads logical positivism in search of the 'meanins
meaning'rtt tr its objective is called in the language of its devotees. A. -
result, we can observe that even a text highly charged with meaning c--
be reduced, through this sort of analysis, to insignificant bagatelles. ,
that survives being mathematical algorithms that are, of course, with, -
any meanit g.tt

To return to our formula S/s: if we could infer nothing from it but :
notion of the parallelism of its upper and lower terms, each one taken :-
its globality, it would remain the enigmatic sign of a total mystery. Wli:.
of course is not the case.

In order to grasp its function I shall begin by reproducing the clas.:--
yet faulty illustration (see top of facing page) by which its usage :.
normally introduced, and one can see how it opens the way to the ki:.:
of error referred to above.

In my lecture, I replaced this illustration with another, which has r.
greater claim to correctness than that it has been ransplanted into ti.,:

a\-, /
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TREE

ncongruous dimension that the psychoanalyst has not yet altogether
=nounced because of his quite justified feeling that his conformism
:alies its value entirely from it. Here is the other diagram:

LADIES GE NTLEMEN

;'here we see that, without greatly extending the scope of the signifier
:oncerned in the experiment, that is, by doubling a noun through the
:rere juxtaposition of two terrns whose complementary meanings ought
rDparently to reinforce each other, a surprise is produced by an unexpec-
:ed precipitation of an unexpected meaning: the image of twin doors
svmbolizing, through the solitary confinement offered 'W'estern 

Man for
:re satisfaction of his natural needs away from home, the inrperative
:hat he seems to share with the great majority of primitive communities
:v which his public life is subjected to the laws of urinary segregation.

It is not only with the idea of silencing the nominalist debate with a
. rw blow that I use this example, but rather to show how in fact the

'ignifier enters the signified, namely, in a form which, not being im-
:raterial, raises the question of its place in reality. For the blinking gaze
'f a short sighted person mighi 5e idstified in wondering whether this

;'as indeed the signifier as he peered closely at the little enamel signs that
f,,rre it, a signifier whose signified would in this call receive its final
:onours from the double and solemn procession from the upper nave.

But no contrived example can be as telling as the actual experience of
:mth. So I am h.ppy to have invented the above, since it awoke in the
xrson whose word I most trust a memory of childhood, which having
:rus happily come to my attention is best placed here.

,lltfriili
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A train arrives at a station. A lirtJs : .
sister, are seated in a comPartmenr ll;'-

through which the buildings along i:,'

' r1*

T;T'f,G

passing as the train pulls to a stoP. 'L,
Z2)z/z-fu7-/j<-<z)fu2fu4nt'tt- Dz-, -r, - r-* v * :F

ffim 
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Saussurian algorithm (and in a form designed to suggest that its res:--
tance may be other than dialectical), we should add that only someo:':
who didn't have his eyes in front of the holes (it's the appropriate imer,
here) could possibly confuse the place of the signifier and the signii.':
in this story, or not see from what radiating centre the signifier se:.:
forth its light into the shadow of incomplete significations.

For this"signifier wiii now Carry a p,riely .ttirnul Ditt.ntion, desti:.':
for the usual oblivion of natural mists, to the unbridled pov/er of ide, -
gical warfare, relentless for families, a torment to the Gods. For t:...'
children, Ladies and Geritlemen will be henceforth two countries :
wards which each of their souls will strive on divergent wings. .- ,

between which a truce will be the more impossible since they are actu' :

the same country and neither can compromise on its own superic:.-
without detracting from the glory of the other.

But enough. It is beginning to sound like the history of France. \\].":':
it is more human, as it ought to be, to evoke here than that of EngL-,:-
destined to tumble from the Large to the Small End of Dean Swift's t';

It remains to be conceived what steps, what corridor, the S of : ''

signifier, visible here in the pluralsl3 in which it focuses its welc :F
beyond the windo'w, must take in order to rest its elbows on the ve:.: .l
tors through which, like warm and cold air, indignation and scorn c -r'
hissing out below.

One thing is certain: if the algorithm S/s with its bar is approp:.: -
access from one to the other cannot in any case have a signification. i n
in so far as it is itself only pure function of the signifier, the algon:' :
can reveal only the structure of a signifier in this transfer.

Now the structure of the signifier is, as it is commonly said of lans;*o
itself, that it should be articulated.

This means that no matter where one starts to designate their reci::.-
cal encroachments and increasing inclusions, these units are subjecrei ..
the double condition of being reducible to ultimate differential elen:::::
and of combining them according to the law; g.{3-glosed ordg-r.

These elements, one of the decisive di3coveries of linguistics. iii
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phonemes; but we must not expect to find any phonetic constancy in the
modulatory variability to which this term applies, but rather the syn-
chronic system of differential couplings necessary for the discernment of
sounds in a given language. Through this, one sees that an essential
element of the spoken word itself was predestined to flow into the
mobile characters which, in a iumble of lower-case Didots or Gara-
mondsrla render validly present what we call the 'letter', namely, the
essentially localized structure of the signifier.
- -Witfi the-sedond-1iicipbrty of the signifier, that of combining according
to the laws of a closed order, is affirmed the necessity of the topological
substratum of which the term I ordinarily use, namely, the signifying
chain, gives an approximate idea: rings of a necklace that is a ring in
another necklace made of rings.

Such are the structural conditions that define grammar as the order of
constitutive encroachments of the signifier up to the level of the unit
immediately superior to the sentence, and lexicology as the order of con-
stitutive inclusions of the signifier to the level of the verbal locution.

In examining the limits by which these two exercises in the under-
standing of linguistic usage are detgrmined, it is easy to see that only the
correlations between signifier and signifier provide the standard for all
research into signification, as is indicated by the notion of 'usage' of a
raxeme or semanteme which in fact refers to the context just above that
of the units concerned.

But it is not because the undertakings of grammar and lexicology are
exhausted within certain limits that we must think that beyond those
limits signification reigns supreme. That would be an error.

For the signifier, by its very nature, always anticipates meaning by
unfolding its dimension before it. As is seen at the level of the sentence
when it is interrupted before the significant term: 'I shall never . . .',
'All the same it is. . .', 'And yet there may be. . .'. Such sentences are
not without meaning, a meaning all the more oppressive in that it is
content to make us wait for it.ls

But the phenomenon is no different which by the mere recoil of a'but'
brings to the light, comely as the Shulamite, honest as the dew, the negress
adorned for the wedding and the poor woman ready for the auction-
block.r6

From which we can say that it is in the chain of the signifier that the
neaning 'insists' but that none of its elements 'consists' in the significa-
ion of which it is at the moment capable.
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A train arrives at a station. A little boy and a little girl, brother r:

sister, are seated in a comPartment face to face next to the windc =

through which the buildings along the station platform_can.be st-'-

passing as the train pulls to a stoP. 'Look', says the brother, 'we're :'

Ladiesl'; 'Idiot!' replies his sister, 'Can't you see'we're at Gentlemen'.

Besides the fact that the rails in this story materialize the bar in t: :

Saussurian algorithm (and in a form designed to suggest that its resi'-

rance may be other than dialectical), we should add that only someo:..

who didn't have his eyes in front of the holes (it's the appropriate imas,
here) could possibly confuse the place of the signifier and the signifie:
in this story, or not see from what radiating centre the signifier senc'
forth its light into the shadow of incomplete significations.

For this signifier wiil now carry a purely animal Dissension, destine:
for the usual oblivion of natural mists, to the unbridled power of ideolc*
gical warfare, relentless for families, a torment to the Gods. For thes:

children, Ladies and. Gentlemen will be henceforth two countries tr- -
wards which each of their souls will strive on divergent wings, an:
between which a truce will be the more impossible since they are actuall'.'
the same country and neither can compromise on its own superiorin
without detracting from the glory of the other.

But enough. It is beginning to sound like the history of France. Whici
it is more human, as it ought to be, to evoke here than that of Englanci.
destined to tumble from the Large to the Small End of Dean Swift's eeg.

It remains to be conceived what steps, what corridor, the S of the
signifier, visible here in the pluralsl3 in which it focuses its welcom€
beyond the windo% must take in order to rest its elbows on the ventila-
tors through which, like warm and cold air, indignation and scorn come
hissing out below.

One thing is certain: if the algorithm St with its bar is appropriate.
access from one to the other cannot in any case have a signification. For
in so far as it is itself only pure function of the signifier, the algorithm
can reveal only the structure of a signifier in this transfer.

Now the structure of the signifier is, as it is commonly said of language
itself, that it should be articulated.

This means that no matter where one starts to designate their recipro-
cal encroachments and increasing inclusions, these units are subiected to
the double condition of being reducible to ultimate differential elements
and of combining them according to the lulf- g{.4-_closed ordglr-

These elements, one of the decisive discoveries of linguistics, are
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such are the strucrural conditions that define grammar as the order of
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r-irt signification reigns supreme' That would be an error'

For the signifier, by its very nature, always anticipates meaning by

uniolding its"dimension before it. As is seen at the level of the sentence

s'hen it is inter*pt.d before the significant term: 'I shall never ' ' 
" ',All the same it is. . .', 'And yet theie may be. . .'. Such sentences are
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But the ph.rro*.non is no different which by the mere recoil of a'but'
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From which we can say that it is in the chain of the signifier that the
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We are forced, then, to accept the notio n of an incessant sliding of the
signified under the signifier - which Ferdinind 

-ff$Urt"t" 
ffiSmiA

viith an image resembling thii'wavy lines of the upper and lower Waters
in miniatures from manuscripts of Genesis; a double flux marked by fine
streaks of rain, vertical dotted lines supposedly confining segments of
correspondence.

All our experience runs counter to this linearity, which made me speak
once, in one of my seminars on psychosis, gf s_gqgdri"g more like
'anchofine points' ('poinrc de capiton') as a schema Ar t"fingfficcoA"r
the dominance of thb letter in thb dramatic transformation that dialogue
can effect in the subject.lT

The lineanty that Saussure holds to be constitutive of the chain of dis-
course, in conformity with its emission by a single voice and with its
honzontal position in our writing - if this linearity is necessarR in fact,
it is not sufficient. It applies to the chain of discourse only in the direc-
tion in which it is orientated in time, being taken as a signifying factor
in all ianguages in which'Peter hits Paul'reierses its time *tr." the terms
are inverted.

But one has only to listen to poetry, which Saussure was no doubt in
the habit of doingrls for a polyphony to be heard, for it ro become clear
that aII discourse is aligned along the several staves of a score.

There is in effect no signifying chain that does not have, as if aftached
to the punctuation of each of its units, a whole articulation of relevan:
contexts suspended 'vertically', as it were, from that point.

Let us take our word 'tree' again, this time not as an isolated noun.
but at the point of one of these punctuations, and see how it crosses the
bar of the Saussurian algorithm. (The anagram of 'arbre' and 'barre'
should be noted.)

For even broken down into the double spectre of its vowels and con-
sonants, it can still call up with the robur and the plane tree the significa-
tions it takes on, in the context of our flora, of strength and majestr'.
Drawing on all the symbolic contexts suggested in the Hebrew of tl:.
Bible, it erects on a barren hill the shadow of the cross. Then reduces t.
the capital Y, the sign of dichotomy which, except for the illustratio:.
used by heraldry, would owe nothing to the ree however genealogie.
we may think it. Circulatory tree, tree of life of the cerebelluffi, tr€€ t I
Saturn, tree of Diana, crystals formed in a tree struck by lightning, is ,'

your figure that traces our destiny fot us i1 the tortoise-shell cracke:

fy th.ire, or your lightning that causes that slow shift in the axis :
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"Eyndvta of:eing to surge up from an unnamable night into the
rnguage:

No! says the Tree, it says No! in the shower of sparks
Of its superb head

,ines that require the harmonics of the tree just as much as their con-

:inuation:

I.tr/Lich the storm treats as universally
As it does a blade of grass.re

For this modern verse is ordered according to the same law of the

parallelism of tlre;-rggifier- that creates the harmony governing the

pri;iAA5l;;i; epi. * tfi. *ost refined Chinese Poetry.- 
As is seen in the fact that the tree and the blade of grass are chosen

from the same mode of the existent in order for the signs of contra-

diction - sa)nng 'No!' and 'treat as' - to affect them, and also so as to

bring about, through the categorical conmast of the particularity of
'superb' with the 'universally' that reduces it, in the condensation of the

'head' (t6te) and the 'storm' (tpmp€te), the indiscernible shower of sparks

of the eternal instant.
But this 4-ol. signifier can only operate, it may be said, if it is Present

in t_begUbi9-.j. It is this objection that I answer by supposih$ that it has

paJsed over to the level of the signified.
For what is important is not that the subiect know anything whatso-

ever. (If leorss and cENTLEMEN were written in a language unknown

to the little boy and girl, their quanel would simply be the more ex-

clusively a quarrel over words, but no less ready to take on signification.)

What this structure of the signifying chain discloses is the possi-

bility I have, precisely in so far as I have this language in common with

other subjects, that is to say, in so far as it exists as a language, to use it

in order to signify something quite other than what it says. This function

of speech is more worth pointing out than that of 'disguising_the thought'

(more often than not indefinable) of the subject; it is no less than the

function of indicating the place of this subject in the 9ear9-[ fgr t-h-g guet

I have only to plant my tree in a locution; climb the ree, even project

on to it the cunning illumination a descriptive context gives to a wordl

raise it (arborer) so as not to let myself be imprisoned in some sort of

communQui of the facts, however official, and if I know the truth, make

it heard, in spite of all the betyeen-the-lines censures by the only signifier
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my acrobatics through the branches of the tree can con-stitute, Provoca-
tive to the point of burlesque, or PercePtible only to the practised eye,

according to whether I wish to be heard by the mob or by the few.

The pioperly signiffing function thus depicted in language has a name.

We leained this name in some grammar of our childhood, on the last

page, where the shade of Quintilian, relegated to some_ phantom chapter

ioncernittg'final considerations on style', seemed suddenly to speed up

his voice in an attempt to get in all he had to say before the end.

It is among the figures of style, or tropes - from which the verb 'to

find' (trouver) comes to us - that this name is found. This name is

m?!o!A(I: -."".-
i ttt.lt i.f.r only to the example given there: 'thirty sails'. For the

disquietude I felt over the fact that the word 'ship', concealed in this

expiession, seemed, by taking on its figurative sense, through the endless

reietition lf ,h. same old example, on"ly to increase-its pres-ence, o"!-9!.1qd-

(ioilai) not so much those illuitrious sails (uoiles) as the definitibn they

were supposed to illustrate.
The pirt taken for the whole, we said to ourselves, and if the thing is

to be taken seriously, we are left with very litde idea of the importance

of this fleet, which 'thirty sails' is precisely supposed to give us: for each

ship to have just one sail is in fact the least likely possibility.

By which we see that the connexion between ship and sail is nowhere

but in the signifier, and that it is in the word-to-word conllgxion that

metonymy is based.2o
I shall designate as metonymy, then, the one side (versan) of the

effective field constituted by the signifier, so that meaning can emerge

there.
The other side is metapltor. Let us immediately find an illustration;

Quillet's dictionary seemed an aPPropriate place to find a sample that

would not seem to be chosen for my own PurPoses' and I didn't have to

go any further than the well known line of Victor Hugo:
His sheaf was neither miserly nor spiteful - . .2r

under which aspect I presented metaphor in my seminar on the psychoses.

It should be said that modern poetry and especially the Surrealist

school have taken us a long way in this direction by showing that any

coniunction of two signifiers would be equally sufficient to constitute a

metaphor, excepr for the additional requirement of the greatest possible

disparity of the images signified, needed for the production of the poetic

spark, or in other words for metaphoric creation to take place.

(
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It is true this radical position is based on the experiment known as
automatic writing, which would not have been attempted if its pioneers
:rad not been reassured by the Freudian discovery. But it remains a con-
tused position because the doctrine behind it is false.

The creative spark of the metaphor does not spring from the presen-
tation of two images, that is, of two signifiers equally actualized. It
tlashes between two signifiers one of which has taken the place of the
other in the signifying chain, the occulted signifier remaining present
rhrough its (metonymic) connexion with the rest of the chain.

One wordfor anotlter: that is the formula for the metaphor and if you
are a poet you will produce for your own delight a continuous stream, a
dazzlingtissue of metaphors. If the result is the sort of intoxication of the
dialogue that Jean Tardieu wrote under this title, that is only because
he was giving us a demonstration of the radical superfluousness of all
signification in a perfectly convincing representation of a bourgeois
comedy.

It is obvious that in the line of Hugo cited above, not the slightest
spark of light springs from the proposition that the sheaf was neither
miserly nor spiteful, for the reason that there is no question of the sheaf's
having either the merit or demerit of these attributes, since the attributes,
like the sheaf, belong to Booz, who exercises the former in disposing of
the latter and without informing the latter of his sentiments in the case.

Id however, his sheaf does refer us to Booz, and this is indeed the case,
it is because it has replaced him in the signi$ring chain at the very place
where he was to be exalted by the sweeping away of greed and spite.
But now Booz himself has been swept away by the sheaf, and hurled
into the outer darkness where greed and spite harbour him in the hollow
of their negation.

But once his sheaf has thus usurped his place, Booz czln no longer
return there; the slender thread of the little word his that binds him to it
is only one more obstacle to his return in that it links him to the notion
of possession that retains him at the heart of greed and spite. So fts
generosity, affirmed in the passage, is yet reduced to less than nothing
by the munificence of the sheaf which, coming from nature, knows
neither our reserve nor our rejections, and even in its accumulation re-
mains prodigal by our standards.

But if in this profusion the giver has disappeared along with his giftr.
it is only in order to rise again in what surrounds the figure of speech in
which he was annihilated. For it is the figure of the burgeoning of
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fecundity, and it is this that announces the surprise that the poem cel.-
brates, namely, the promise that the old man will receive in the sacrc:
context of his accession to paternity.

So, it is betrveen the signifier in the form of the proper name oi :
man and the signifier that metaphorically abolishes him that the poe::-
spark is produced, and it is in this case all the more effective in realizirl
the signification of paternity in that it reproduces the mythical evenr i:.
terms of which Freud reconstructed the progress, in the unconscious r- :
all men, of the paternal mystery.

Modern metaphor has the same structure. So the line Love is a pebi.t
laughing in the sunlig/tt, recreates love in a dimension that seems to r:.:
most tenable in the face of its imminent lapse into the mirage of nar-
cissistic altruism.

We see, then that, metaphor occurs at the precise point at which sens.
emerges from non-sense, that is, at that frontier which, as Freud dis-
covered, when crossed the other way produces the word that in Frencl.
is the word par excellence, the,word that is simply the signifi er 'esprit'1::
it is at this frontier that we realize that man defies his very destiny wher
he derides the signifier.

But to come back to our subject, what does man find in metonymr'
if not the power to circumvent the obstacles of social--csnsurel Does no:
fris form, which gives its field to truth in its very oppression, manifest a
certain servitude inherent in its presentationl

One may read with profit a book by Leo Strauss, from the land tha:
traditionally offers asylum to those who choose freedom, in which the
author reflects on the relation between the art of writing and persecu-
tion.23 By pushing to its limits the sort of connaturality that links this
art to that condition, he lets us glimpse a certain something which in this
matter imposes its form, in the effect of truth on desire.

But haven't we felt for some time now that, having-fo1lowed the wavs
of the letter in search of Freudian truth, we are getting very warm indeed.
that it is burning all about usl

Of course, as it is said, the letter killeth while the spirit giveth life.'W'e 
can't help but agree, having had to pay homage elsewhere to a noble

victim of the error of seeking the spirit in the lette4 but we should also
like to know how the spirit could live without the letter. Even so, rhe
pretentions of the spirit would remain unassailable if the letter had not
shown us that it produces all the effects of truth in man without involving
the spirit at all.
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It is none other than Freud who had this revelation, and he called his

discovery the unconscious.

IN{

II The letter in the unconscious

In the complete works of Freud, one out of every three Pages is devoted

to philological references, one out of every two_ Pages to logical in-

ferences, errerywhere a dialectical- apprehension of experience, the pro-

portion'of utrilysis of ffiEffiEAifrcreasing to the extent that the uncon-

scious is directly concerned.
Thus in 'ThL Interpretation of Dreams' every Page deals with what

I call the letter of the discourse, in its texture, its usage, its immanence

in the matterin question. For it is with thii-work ihat the work of Freud

l.gi"t i" open ihe royal road to the unconscious. And Freud gave us

noli.. of this; his conhdence at the time of launching this book in the

early days of this century2a only confirms what he continued to Pro-
claim to the end: that he had staked the whole of his discovery on this

essential expression of his message.
The first sentence of the opening chapter announces what for the sake

of the exposition could not b; PostPoned: that the dream is a rebus. And

Freud go.r on to stipulate what I have said from the start, that it must

be undirstood quite iiterally. This derives from the agency in the dream

of that same literal (or phonematic) structure in which the signifi-er.is

articulared and analysed- in discourse. So the unnatural images of the

boat on the roof, ot ih. man with acommaforaheadrwhicharespecifically

menrioned by Freud, are examples of dream-images that are to be taken

only for their value as signifiers, that is to say, in so far as they allow us

to spell out the 'proverb' presented by the rebus of the dream. The

linguistic ,tr,..trr.. that enables us to read dreams is the very principle of

the 'significance of the dream', the Traumdeutung

Freud shows us in every possible way that the value of the image as

signifier has nothing whatever to do with its signification, giving as an

example Egyptian hleroglyphics in which it would be sheer buffoonery

to pr.t.nd-iliat in a givin text the frequency of a vulture, which is an

alEh, or of a chick, *tti.h is a uau, indicating a form of the verb 'to be'

or a pluraf prove that the text has anything at all to do with these ornitho-

logical ,p..i*.trs. Freud finds in this writing certain uses of the signifier

thit .t. lost in ours' such as the use 
"f *:::::i:i::t, 

where a
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caregorical figure is added to the literal figuration of a verbal terml bu:
this is only to show us that even in this writing, the so-ealled'ideogtarn
is a letter.

But it does not require the current confusion on this last term for
there to prevail in the minds of psychoanalysts lacking linguistic trainins
the prejudice in favour of a symbolism deriving from natural analogr'.
or even of the image as appropriate to the instinct. And to such an ex-
tent that, outside the French school, which has been alerted, a distinction
must be drawn between reading coffee grounds and reading hierogly'-
phics, by recalling to its own principles a technique that could not be

iustified were it not directed towards the unconscious.
It must be said that this is admitted only with difficulty and that the

mental vice denounced above enjoys such favour that today's psycho-
analyst can be expected to say that he decodes before he will come
around to taking the necessary tour with Freud (turn at the statute of
Champollion,2s says the guide) that will make him understand that what
he does is decipher; the distinction is that a cryptogram takes on its fuli
dimension only when it is in a lost language.

Taking the tour is simply continuing in the Traumdeutung.
Entstellung, translated as 'distortion' or 'transposition', is what Freud

shows to be the general precondition for the functioning of the dream,
and it is what I designated above, following Saussure, as the sliding of
the signified under the signifier, which is always active in discourse (its
action, let us note, is unconscious).

But what v/e call the two 'sides' of the effect of the signifier on the
signified are also found here.

Verdichtung, or'condensation', is the structure of the superimposition
of the signifiers, which metaphor takes as its field, and whose name, con-
densing in itself the word Dichtung, shows how the mechanism is con-
natural with poetry to the point that it envelops the traditional function

ProPer to Poetry.
In the case of Verschiebung, 'displacement', the German term is

closer to the idea of that veering off of signification that we see in
metonymy, and which from its first appearance in Freud is represented
as the most appropriate means used by the unconscious to foil censorship.

What distinguishes these two mechanisms, which play such a privileged
role in the dream-work (Traumarbei), from their homologous function
in discoursel Nothing, except a condition imposed upon the signi&ing
material, called Ricksicht auf Darstellbarkeil, which must be translated
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by 'consideration of the means of representation'. (The translation by
'role of the possibility of figurative expression' being too approximative
here.) But this condition constitutes a limitation operating within the
system of writing; this is a long way from di-ssolving the system into a
figurative semiology on a level with phenomena of natural expression.
This fact could perhaps shed light on the problems involved in certain
modes of pictography which, simply because they have been abandoned
in writing as imperfect, are not therefore to be regarded as mere evolu-
tionary stages. Let us say, then, that the dream is like the parlour-game
in which one is supposed to get the spectators to guess some well known
saying or variant of it solely by dumb-show. That the dream uses speech
makes no difference since for the unconscious it is only one among
several elements of the representation. It is precisely the fact that both
the gime and the dream run up against a lack of taxematic material for
the representation of such logical articulations as causality, contradic-
tion, hypothesis, etc., that proves they are a form of writing rather than
of mime. The subtle processes that the dream is seen to use to represent
these logical articulations, in a much less artificial way than games
usually employ, are the object of a special study in Freud in which we
see once more confirmed that the dream-work follows the laws of the
signifier.

The rest of the dream-elaboration is designated as secondary by
Freud, the nature of which indicates its value: they are phantasies or day-
dreams (Tagtraum) to use the term Freud prefers in order to emphasize
their function of wish-fulfillment (Wunscherfillung). Given the fact
that these phantasies may remain unconscious, their distinctive feature
is in this case their signification. Now, concerning these phantasies, Freud
tells us that their place in the dream is either to be taken up and used as
signifying elements for the statement of the unconscious thoughts
(Traumgedanke), or to be used in the secondary elaboration just men-
tioned, that is to say, in a function not to be distinguished from our
waking thought (von unserem waclten Denken nicht lu unterschieden)rNo
better idea of the effects of this function can be given than by comparing
it to areas of colour which, when applied here and there to a stencil-
plate, can make the stencilled figures, rather forbidding in themselves,
more reminiscent of hieroglyphics or of a rebus, look like a figurative
painting.

Forgive me if I seem to have to spell out Freud's textl I do so not only
to show how much is to be gained by not cutting it about, but also in
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order to situate the development of psychoanalysis according to its first
guide-lines, which'were fundamental-and never revoked.

Yet from the beginning there was a general mdconnaissance of the
constitutive role of the signifier in the stitus that Freud from the first
assigned to the unconscious and in the most precise formal manner.

There are two reasons for this, of which the least obvious, of course,
is that this formalization was not sufficient in itself to bring about a
recognition of the agency 9f the signifier because the Troirmdeutung
appeared 

lo"g before the formalizations of linguistics for which one
could no doubt show that it paved the way by"the sheer *.gh, of its
truth.

(F . Tht.lecon{ reason' which is after all only the -r-eve69 -q_ldg of the first.v' is that if psychoanalysts were fascinat6d .".turiu.i/ ly iti. rignifi.rrion;
\ 

revealed in the unconscious, it is because these significations derived their
secret attraction floa .gh-e- dnlgglig .that seemed tg !g:rrn[a!gs*t_ i-4 ftem.I have shown in my teminaii' lttui ii It tli. ,re.d to counreract the
continuously accelerating effects of this bias that alone explains the
aPParent- changes of direction or rather changes of tack, *ttiitt Freud,
through his primary concern to preserve for plrt.rity both his discovery
and the fundamental revisions it effected in ot, kno*ledge, felr it neces-
sary to apply to his doctrine.

{?r' I_ repeat, in the situation in which he found himserf, having
nothing that corresponded to the object of his discovery ,h.i *u, at the
same level of scientific development - in this situation, at least he never
failed to maintain this object on the level of its ontological dignity.

The rest was the work of the gods atrd took such u.6urr. tliat analysis
today takes its bearings in those imaginary forms that I rr.".;"r, shown
to be drawn 'resist-style' (en reserve)-on ,ir. text they mutilatJ - and the
analyst tries to accommodate his direction to them, confusing them, in
the interpretation of the dream, with the visionary liberation oithe hiero-
glyghic aviaty, and_seeking generally the control of the exhaustion of the
analysis in a sort of 'scann ing"u of ihere forms whenever they appear, in
the idea that they are witnesses of the exhausti"" 

"irh; 
*g*rJrris and of

thetemodelling of the obiect relation from which the subject is supposed
to derive his 'character-type,.2z

-The 
technique that is baied on such positions can be fertile in its various

effects, and under the-aegis of therapy, difficult to criticize. But an internal
criticism must none the less arise. fro* the flagrant disparity b.t*.en the
mode of operation by which the techniqu."i, iustified - namery the

L
I
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analytic rule, all the instruments of which, beginning with 'free associa-
tion', depend on the conception of the unconscious of its inventor - and,
on the other hand, the general mdconnaissance that reigns regarding this
conception of the unconscious. The most ardent adherents of this tech-
nique believe themselves to be freed of any need to reconcile the two by
the merest pirouette: the analytic rule (they say) must be all the more
religiously observed since it is only the result of a lucky accident. In
other words, Freud never knew what he was doing.

A return to Freud's text shows on the contrary the absolute coherence
between his technique and his discovey, and at the same time this co-
herence allows us to put all his procedures in their proper place.

That is why any rectification gfpsycho_analysis-must inevitably involve
a return to the truth of that discovery, which, taken in its original moment,
is impossible to obscure.

For in the analysis of dreams, Freud intends only to give us the laws of
the unconscious in their most general extension. One of the reasons why
dreams were most propitious for this demonstration is exactly, Freud
tells us, that they reveal the same laws whether in the normal person or in
the neurotic.

But in either case, the efficacy of the unconscious does not cease in the
waking state. The psychoanalytic experience does nothing other than

I
II I

establish that the unconscious leaves none of our actions outside its field.
The presence of the unconscious in the psychological order, in other
words in the relation-functions of the individual, should, however, be
more precisely defined: it is not coextensive with that order, for we know
that if unconscious motivation is manifest in conscious psychical effects,
as well as in unconscious ones, conversely it is only elementary to recall
to mind that a large number of psychical effects that are quite legitimately
designated as unconscious, in the sense of excluding the characteristic of
consciousness, are nonetheless without any relation whatever to the un-
conscious in the Freudian sense. So it is only by an abuse of the term that
unconscious in that sense is confused with psychical, and that one may
thus designate as psychical what is in fact an effect of the unconscious, as
on the somatic for instance.

It is a matter, therefore, of defining the topography of this unconscious.
I say that it is the very topography defined by the algorithm:

!
s
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What we have been able to develop concerning the effects of the
signifier on the signified suggests its transformation into:

I
/(s);

We have shown the effects not only of the elements of the horizontal
signifying chain, but also of its vertical dependencies in the signified,
divided into two fundamental structures called metonymy and metaphor.
We can symbolize them by, first:

/ (S. . .S')S=S(-)s

that is to say, the metonymic structure, indicating that it is the connexion
between signifier and signifier that permits the elision in which the
signifier installs the lack-of-being in the object relation, using the value
of 'reference back' possessed by signification in order to invest it with the
desire aimed at the very lack it supports. The sign - placed between ( )
represents here the maihtenance of the bar which, in the original
algorithm, marked the irreducibility in which, in the relations between
signifier and signified, the resistance of signification is constituted.28

Secondly,

g S(*)s

the metaphoric structure indicating that it is in the substitution of signi-
fier for signifier that an effect of signification is produced that is creative
or poetic, in other words, which is the advent of the signification in
question.2e The sign f between ( ) represents here the crossing of the
bar - and the constitutive value of this crossing for the emergence of
signification.

l- This crossing expresses the condition of passage of the signifier into
4 the signified thit I pointed out above, although p-rovisionally-confusing

it with the place of the subiect.
'---It is the function of the subject, thus introduced, that we must nos'
turn to since it lies at the crucial point of our problem.

'I think, therefore I am' (cogito ergo sum) is not merely the formula in
which is constituted, with the historical high point of reflection on the
conditions of science, the link between the transparency of the transcen-
dental subject and his existential affirmation.

Perhaps I am only object and mechanism (and so nothing more than

'(l) '
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phenomenon), but assuredly in so far as I think so, I am - absolutely.
No doubt philosophers have brought important corrections to this
formulation, notably that in that which thinks (cogitans), I can never
constitute myself as anything but 

-object 
(cogitatum). Nonetheless it

remains true that by way of this elxtreme purification of the transcendental
subject, my existential link to its proiect seems irrefutable, at least in its
present form, and that: 'cogito ergo sum' ubi cogito, ibi sum, overcomes this
objection.

Of course, this limits me to being there in my being only in so far as I
think that I am in-my thought; justlow far I actually-think this concerns
only myself and if I say it, interests no one.3o

Yet to elude this problem on the pretext of its philosophical pretensions
is simply to admit one's inhibition. For the notion of subject is indispens-
able even to the operation of a science such as strategy (in the modern
sense) whose calculations exclude all 'subjectivism'.

It is also to deny oneself access to what might be called the Freudian
universe - in the way that we speak of the Copernican universe. It was in
fact the so-called Copernican revolution to which Freud himself compared
his discovery, emphasizing that'it was once again a question of the place
man assigns to himself at the centre of a universe.

Is the place that I occupy as the subject of a signifier concentric or ex- ,
centric, in relation to the place I occupf as subject of the signifiedl - that
is the question.

It is not a question of knowing whether I speak of myself in a way that
conforms to what I am, but rather of knowing whether I am the same as
that of which I speak. And it is not at all inappropriate to use the word
'thought' here. For Freud uses the term to designate the elements in-
volved in the unconscious, that is the signifying mechanisms that we now
recognize as being there.

It is nonetheless true that the philosophical cogito is at the centre of the
mirage that renders modern man so sure of being himself even in his
unceitainties about himself, and even in the ;irfiJ t. tt.t learned to
practisb agaiiGf the tiap3 bf selflove.

Furthermore, if, turning the weapon of metonymy against the nostalgia
that it serves, I refuse to seek any meaning beyond tautolo1y, if in the
name of 'war is war'and'a penny's a penny'I decide to be only what I am,
how even here can I elude the obvious fact tbat I".3m in that very actl

And it is no less true if I take myself to th*" oih.i, 
-dt"phoffiole 

of
the signifying quest, and if I dedicate myself to becoming what I am, to

-
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coming into beingr l cannot doubt that even if I lose myself in the process,
I am in.that procgqs:.

-' Now it is on these very points, where evidence will be subverted by
the empirical, that the trick of the Freudian conversion lies.

This signifying game between metonymy and metaphor, up to and
including the active edge that splits my deqge_letween a refusal of the
signifier-and a lack of 

"being, 

""a 
U;fS rn5/ @"6f-iny

destiny, this game, in all its inexorable subtlety, is played until the match
is called, there where I am not, because I crnnot situate myself there.

That is to say, what is needed is more than these words with which, for
a brief moment I disconcerted my audience: I think where I am not,
therefore I am where I do not think. Words that render sensible to an
ear properly attuned with what elusive ambiguity3l the ring of meaning
flees from our grasp along the verbal thread.

What one ought to say is: I am not wherever I am the plaything of my
thought; I think of what I am where I do not think to think.

This two-sided mystery is linked to the fact that the truth can be
evoked only in that dimension of alibi in which all 'realism' in creative
works takes its virtue from metonymy; it is likewise linked to this other
fact that we accede to meaning only through the double twist of metaphor
when we have the one and only key: the S and the s of the Saussurian
algorithm are not on the same level, and man only deludes himself when
he believes his true place is at their axis, which is nowhere.

Was nowhere, that is, until Freud discovered it; for if what Freud dis-
covered isn't that, it isn't anything.

The contents of the unconscious with all their disappointing ambiguities
give us no reality in the subject more consistent than the immediate; their
virtue derives from the truth and in the dimension of being: Kern unseres
WesensTur. Fi.,rdt o*n terms.

The double-triggered mechanism of metaphor is the very mechanism
by which the symptom, in the analytic senser.is-determined. Between the
enigmatic signifier of the sexual rauma and the term that is substituted
for it in an actual signifying chain there passes the spark that fixes in a
symptom the signification inaccessible to the conscious subject in which
that symptom may be resolved - a symptom being a metaphor in which
flesh or function is taken as a signifyi.g element.

And the enigmas that desire seems to pose for i tnatural philosophy'-
its frenzy mocking the abyss of the infinite, the secret collusion with

-
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which it envelops the pleasure of knowing and of dominating with
jouissattce, these amount to no other derangement of instinct than that of
being caught in the rails - eternally stretching forth towards the desire

for something ebe- of metonymy. Hence its'perverse'fixation at the very
iuspension.ioi,'tofthesignifringchaiffiory]!.,..,,.,
immobilized and the fascinating image of the fetish is petrified.

There is no other way of conceiving the indestructibility ofunconscious
desire - in the absence of a need which, when forbidden satisfaction, does
not sicken and die, even if it means the destruction of the organism itself.
It is in a memory, comparable to what is called by that name in our
modern thinking-machines (which are in turn based on an electronic
realization of the composition of signification), it is in this sort of memory
that is found the chain that insists on reproducing itself in the transference,
and which is the chain of dead desire.

T .  t  - :1- . - ' ;  r . . : . . - - . r - .e?-FE? .  l .  l .  - l  . tIt is the truth of whai tliG?l6ire has been in his history that the patient
cries out through his symptom, as Christ said that the stones themselves
would have cried out if the children of Israel had not lent them their voice.

And that is why only psychoanalysis allows us to differentiate within
memory the function of recollection. Rooted in the signifier, it resolves
the Platonic aporias of reminiscence through the ascendancy of history
in man.

One has only to read the 'Three Essays on Sexuality' to observe, in
spite of the pseudo-biological glosses with which it is decked out for
popular consumption, that Freud there derives all accession to the object
from a dialectic of return.

Starting fr6riiHdiaAifiT Dontros) Freud arrives less than twenty years
later at Kierkegaard].g_gegetltj..q*0; that is, in submitting his thought solely
to the humble but inflexible consequences of the 'talking cure'r33 he was
unable ever to escape the living servitudes that led him from the sovereign
principle of the Logos to re-thinking the Empedoclean antinomies of
death.

And how else are we to conceive the recourse of a man of science to a
Deus ex machina than on that'other scene'he speaks of as the locus of the
dream, a Deus ex machina only less derisory for the fact that it is revealed
to the spectator that the machine directs the directorl How else can we
imagine that a scientist of the nineteenth century, unless we realize that
he had to bow before the force of evidence that went well beyond his
prejudices, valued more highly than all his other works his Totern and
Taboo, with its obscene, ferocious figure of the primordial father, not to

;
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be exhausted in the expiation of Oedipus' blindness, and before which the
ethnologists of today bow as before the growth of an authentic mythi

So that imperious proliferation of particular symbolic creations, suci:
as what are called the sexual theories of the child, which supply the
motivation down to the smallest detail of neurotic compulsions, these
reply to the same necessities as do myths.

Thus, to speak of the precise point we are treating in my seminars or:
Freud, little Hans, left in the lurch at the age of five by his symbolic
environment, and suddenly forced to face the enigma of his sex and his
existence, developed, under the direction of Freud and of his father.
Freud's disciple, in mythic form, around the signi&ing crystal of his
phobia, all the permutations possible on a limited number of signifiers.

The operation shows that even on the individual level the solution of
the impossible is brought within man's reach by the exhaustion of all
possible forms of the impossibilities encountered in solution by recourse
to the signifying equation. It is a striking demonstration that illuminates
the labyrinth of a case which so far has only been used as a source oi
demolished fragments. We should be struck, too, by the fact that it is in
the coextensivity of the development of the symptom and of its curative
resolution that the nature of the neurosis is revealed: whether phobic,
hysterical, or obsessive, the neurosis is a question that being poses for the
subject 'from where it was before the subject came into the world'
(Freud's phrase, which he used in explaining the Oedipal complex to
liale Hans),

The'being' referred to is that which appears in a lightning moment in
the void of the verb 'to be' and I said that it poses its question for the
subiect. What does that meanl It does not pose it \efore the subject, since
the subject cannot come to the place where it is posed, but it poses it iz
place of the subject, that is to say, in that place it poses the question with
the subject, as one poses a problem with a
thought vith his soul.

Thus Freud introduced the ego into his

pen, or as Aristotle's man

docrine,tn by defining it
according to the resistances that are proper to it. 'What I have tried to
convey is that these resistances are of an imaginary nature much in the
same sense as those coaptative lures that the ethologyof animal behaviour
shows us in display or combat, and that these lures are reduced in man
to the narcissistic relation introduced by Freud, which I have elaborated
in my essay on the mirror stage. I have tried to show that by situating in
this ego the synthesis of the perceptual functions in which the sensori-
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moror selections are integrated, Freud seems to abound in that delegation

that is traditionally supposed to rePresent reality for the ego, and that this

reality is all the more included in the suspension of the ego.

For this ego, which is notable in the first instance for the imaginary

inertias that ii concentrates against the message of the unconsciousr oPer-

ates solely with a view to covering the displacement constituted by the

subject with a resistance that is essential to the discourse as such.

t6.t is why an exhaustion of the mechanisms of defence, which

Fenichel the piactitioner shows us so well in his studies ofanalytic tech-

nique (while tis whole reduction on the theoretical level of neuroses and

pry.hor.s to genedc anomalies in libidinal development is pure.platitude),

..rrif.rts itse"lf, without Fenichel's accounting for it or realizing it him-

self, as simply rhe reverse side of the mechanisms of the unconscious.

Periphrasiti iryp.tbaton, ellipsis, suspension, anticipation' retraction,

,,.g.tiorr, iigt.rtion, irony, ih.t. are the figures of style (Quintilian's

fgirrot rirrririorum);as catachresis, litotes, antonomasia, hypotyposis are

ifi. trop.s, whose terms suggest themselves as the most ProPef for the

labelling of these mechanis-t. C.t one really see these as mere figure-s of

speech ih.tr it is the figures themselves that are the active principle of the

,iretoric of the discourse that the analysand in fact uttersl

By persisting in describing the nature of resistance as a Permanent
.-oiiorr.l ,t.t.] thus maki"g it alien to the discourser- today's p-sycho--

analysts havesimply shown thut they have fallen under the blow of one of

the iundamental iruths that Freud rediscovered through psychoanalysis.

One is never h.Ppy making way for a new truth' for it,always means

making our way into it: the truth is always disturbing. w.- cannot even

manage to get used to it. W'e are used to the real. The truth'we rePress.

N; it is quite specially necessary to the scientist, to the seerr even to

the quack, that he should be the onl-Y one to know. The idea that deep in

th. ,i*plest (and even sickest) of souls there is something ready to

blossom is bai enough! But if someone seems to know as much as they

about what we oughi to make of it . . . then the categories of primitive,

prelogical, archaic, o, .rr.t magical thought, so easy to impute to others'

iurh Io our aid! Ii is not righi that these nonentities keep us breathless

with enigmas that prove to be only too unreliable'

To interpret the unconscious as Freud did, one would have to be as he

was, an .rrry.topedia of the arts and muses, as well as an assiduous reader

of th. Ftieiende Blcitter.35 And the task is made no easier by the fact that

we are at ;he mercy of a thread woven with allusions, quotationsr Punst
$
#
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ilffn'ivocations. 
And is that our profession, to be antidotes
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Yet that is what we must regign ourserves to. The unconscious :ineither primordial nor inttin.ruur;"*rruilrino*, 
about it . rt...nra:,rs no more than the elements of th. ,rg#;;.The three books trtut on. might 

"ufr 
.u-nlicar with regard to rhe u:_conscious _ ,The rnterpretatioriof D-;.;; fti;$filthotogv c:.Everyday Life', ."d T;il'.na ,rr.i, c.r.iion ,o rhe unco,is.iour, _ a:=:fgffi :: *T3fl:;J|i",.d,u u.r of ;;;, i s i n s.,i ie d_i_n ih u ro,",, I .,,h.i"puniJT_:;;r."'''=l{;1il?Tffi f i:h:.,l*Jtrjf;,fby Freud bv war oiiilurirrtion)lrt.;;;;'ri.-formuras 

*. gi,,r. to ri.
iJ?ril':i:'::,##i^,,HfiilJffi :;il.h,;;;;;;,ir.rro,.u,,,lference, is inrroduc.d;;h;#rur., gave ir, 

".*lro.!?':"{,*, 
or rrans-

intersubjective linr. b.t*.." *rryr?;;ry# 
the mainspring of rhe

such diagrams are not onry constituti.r" oieach of rhe symptoms in aneurosis' but they alone rnrkJ possible th.unl.rrtanding oith." themaric;ii:iiH::,ni,:ru;U'i?" s;;; ;.;;,",i., p.i,,iiJ ry Freu ci
To fall back:n a more fimited incident, but one more rikery to provideus with the finar sear on ou.froposition, r., *..it. rh. ardcreLn fetishismof 19z7'36 and th. .u* r#l ;.port, ih.r. of a patient who, to achier.esexual satisfaction, needed a certain shine ;;;;1or. (Glanl.auf der Nase);analvsis showed^tg'y ..ir,.tl*ili;!.-a 

rears had seen the dis_placement of the burning .u.iorit-y thuJ h;;i, for the pharus of hismother' that is,'.? ,uy, d, that .minent *-or)r-a-6trerfor that wanr-'""l:;ilt:r': privitegei 
"s'rfi;, rr."J r.;;:;i:dr"us, inro a stance at tlze

,/r, oorr.i, 
--' '-tgotten language of his .rrilJi""a, rather tha-n a shine on

It is the abv" opened up ar the,thought that a thought shourd makeitself heard t";T^p*i;# 
iro'ot .a ..-ri.r;;" to psychoanarysis fromthe outset. And ,rot, i, i, .ommoiry ya, ,"rr..*p1.q;;;;;13.*u.tiry.This latter has afre, 

"[ r"*'*. dJd;;^;"bill in literatur. ,hroughourthe ages' And in fact trr. r".. recent evorution of- psychoanarysis hassucceeded bv a bit of comicali.g.ra.*uin i, tur]ring it into a guite moralaffair, the cradr.^iit ,*"gltpr.* 
"r "ir."rriry una attraction. The

ij*U 
setting of the soul, -bLrr.d .ra lirr*inut.d, ,ir., ,,oight to
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The intolerable scandal in the time before Freudian sexuality was

sanctified v/as that it was so 'intellectual'. It was precisely in that that it

showed itself to be the worthy ally of all those terrorists whose plottings

were going to ruin societY-
At 

"a 
tirie when psychoanalysts are busy remodelling psychoanalysis

into a right-thinkinf movement whose crowning expression is the socio-

logical p-o.- of the-autonomous egorl would like to say' to all those who

".J 
[tr*ing to me, how they .ir, r..ognize bad psychoanalysts; this is

by the *otJ they use to deprecate all technical or theoretical research that

carri.s forward ih. Ft.ndLn experience along its authentic lines. That

word is'intellecrualilation' - exeirable to all those who, living in fear of

being tried and found wanting by the wing of truth, spit on_ the bread of

menlalthough their slaver *tt tto longer have any effect other than that

of leavening.

IX{

m The letter, being and the other3s

Is what thinks in my place, then, another Il Does Freud's discovery

represent the confirrnati,on, on the level of psychological experience, of

Manicheisml3e
In fact, there is no confusion on this point: what Freud's researches led

us to is not a few more or less curious cases of split personality. Even at

the heroic epoch I have been describing, when, like the animals in fairy

stories, r.*o.lity talked, the demonic atmosphere that such an orientation

might have given rise to never materialized.ao

the end t-hat Frerrd's discovery proPoses for man was defined by hlm

at the apex of his thought in these moving terms: Wo es *olr.,soll lch

werden.i must come ,o ih. place where thai was,

This is one of reintegration and harmoty, I could even say of recon-

ciliation (Vers iihnung) .
But if we ignor. ttt. self's radical ex-centricity to itself with which man

is confrottt.d] in other words, the truth discovered by Freud, we shall

falsify both the order and methods of psychoanalytic mediation; we shall

-ake 
of it nothing more than the compromise operation that it has, in

effect, become, t a-ely, just what the letter as well as the spirit of Freud's

work most repudiates.'For since he constantly invoked the notion of

compromise ai supporring all the miseries that his analysis is supposed

ro assuage, we 
"utt 

tuy thut uny recourse to comPromise, explicit or
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implicit, will necessarily disorient psychoanalytic action and plunge ir
into darkness.

But neither does it suffice to associate oneself with the moralistic
tartufferies of our time or to be forever spouting something about the
'total personality' in order to have said anything articulate about the
possibility of mediation.

The radical heteronomy that Freud's discovery shows gaping within
man can never again be covered over without whatever is used to hide ii
being profoundly dishonest.

Who, then, is this other to whom I am more attached than to myselt-.
since, at the heart of my assent to my own identity it is still he who
agitates mel '

His presence can be understood only at a second degree of otherness.
which already places him in the position of-ffi6diating between me and
the double of myself, as it were with my counterpart.

If I have said that the unconscious is the discourse of the Other (wirh
a capital O), it is in order to indicate the beyond in which the recognition
of desire is bound up with the desire for recognition.

In other words this other is the Other that even my lie invokes as a
guarantor of the truth in which it subsists.

By which we can also see that it is with the appearance of language the
dimension of truth emerges.

Prior to-ihii poitrt, *. .utt recognize in the psychological relation,
which can be easily isolated in the observation of animal behaviour, the
existence of subiects, not by means of some projective mirage, the phan-
tom of which a certain tyd of psychologist ielights in hacking to pi...r,
but simply on account of the manifested presence of intersubjectivity. In
the animal hidden in his lookout, in the well-laid trap of certain othen,
in the feint by which an apparent straggler leads a predator away from
the flock, something more emerges than in the fascinating display of
mating or combat ritual. Yet there is nothing even there that*113nscends
the fuiction of lure in the service of a need,"or which rffitfi'r r pr.r.n..
in thit 6.yo"a-;he-veil where the whole of Nature can be questioned
about its design.

For there even to be a question (and we know that it is one Freud him-
self posed in 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle'), there must be language.

For I can lure my adversary by means of a movement contrary to
my actual plan of battle, and this movement will have its deceiving effect
only in so far as I produce it in reality and for my adversary.
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But in the propositions with which I open peace negotiations with him,
what my negotiations propose to him is situated in a third locus which is
neither my speech nor my interlocutor.

This locus is none other than the locus of signifying convention, of the
sort revealed in the comedy of the sad plaint of the Jew to his crony: '.Why
do you tell me you are going to Cracow so I'll believe you are going to
Lvov, when you really are going to Cracowl'

Of course the flock-movement I iust spoke of could be understood in
the conventional context of game-strategy, where it is a rule that I
deceive my advers2{I, but in that case my success is evaluated within the
connotation of betrayal, that is to say, in relation to the Other who is
the guarantor of Good Faith.

Here the problems are of an order the heteronomy of which is com-
pletely misconstrued (mdconnue) if reduced to an'awareness of others', or
whatever we choose to call it. For the 'existence of the other' having
once upon a time reached the ears of the Midas of psychoanalysis through
the partition that separates him from the secret meetings of the pheno-
menologists, the news is now being whispered through the reeds: 'Midas,
King Midas, is the other of his patient. He himself has said it.'

What sort of breakthrough is thatl The other, what otherl
The yogng Andr6 Gide, defring the landlady to whom his mother had

confided himTo*iffiTliiffi as a responsible person, opening with a key
(false only in that it opened all locks of the same make) the lock that this
lady took to be a worthy signifier of her educational intentions, and
doing it quite obviously for her benefit - what 'other'was he aiming atl
She who was supposed to intervene and to whom he would then say: 'Do
you think *y obedience can be secured with a ridiculous locld'. But by
remaining out of sight and holding her peace until that evening in order,
after primly greeting his return, to lecture him like a child, she showed
him not just another with the face of anger, but another Andr6 Gide who
is no longer sure, either then or later in thinking back on it, of just what
he really meant to do - whose ovrn truth has been changed by the doubt
thqown on his good faith.

Perhaps it would- 661worth our while pausing a moment over this
empire of confusion which is none other than that in which the whole
human opera-buffa plays itself out, in order to understand the ways in
which analysis can proceed not just to restore an order but to found the
conditions for the possibility of its restoration.

Kern unseres Wesen, the nucleus of our being, but it is not so much
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that Freud commands us to seek it as so many others before him have

with the empty adage 'Knovr thyself' - as to reconsider the ways that

lead to it, and which he shows us.
Or rather that which he proposes for us to attain is not that which can

be the object of knowledge, but that (doesn't he tell us as muchl) which

creates our being and about which he teaches us that we bear witness to

it as much and more in our whims, our aberrations, our phobias and

fetishes, as in our more or less civilized personalities.
Madness, you are no longer the obiect of the ambiguous praise with

which the sage decorated the impregnable burrow of his fear; and if after

all he finds himself tolerably at home there, it is only because the supreme

agenr forever at work digging its tunnels is none other than reason, the

very Logos that he serves.
So how do you imagine that a scholar with so little talent for the

'commitments' that solicited him in his age (as they do in all ages), that

a scholar such as Erasmus held such an eminent place in the revolution of

a Reformation in which man has as much of a stake in each man as in all

men?
The answer is that the slightest alteration in the relation between man

and the signifier, in this case in the procedures of exegesis, changes the

whole course of history by modi&i"g the moorings that anchor his -
being.

It is precisely in this that Freudianism, however misunderstood it has

been, and however confused its consequences have been, to anyone

capable of perceiving the changes we have lived through in our own

lives, is seen to have founded an intangible but radical revolution. There

is no point in collecting witnesses to the fact:a1 everything involving not

just the human sciences, but the destiny of man, politicsr_ metaphysics,

literature, the arts, advertising, propaganda, and through these even

economics, everything has been affected.
Is all this anything more than the discordant effects of an immense

truth in which Freud traced for us a clear pathl What must be said, how-

ever, is that any technique that bases its claim on the mere psychological

categorization of its obiect is not following this path, and this is the case

of piychoanalysis today except in so far as we return to the Freudian

discovery.
Furthlrmore, the vulgarity of the concepts by whiclt it recommends

itself to us, the embroidery of pseud,r-Frcrrrli lnisttr (Jrofrcudisne) which

is no longer anything but <k.cor:r t iorr , : rs tvt ' l l  : ts  l l t t ' l ta<l  reptr tc in wlr ic l r
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it seems to prosper, all bear witness to its fundamental betrayal of its
founder.

By his discovery, Freud brought within the circle of science the
boundary between the object and being that seemed to mark its outer
limit.

That this is the symptom and the prelude of a re-examination of the
situation of man in the existent such as has been assumed up to the
present by all our postulates of knowledge - don't be content, I beg of
you, to write this off as another case of Heideggerianism, even prefixed
by u neo- that adds nothing to the dustbin style in which currently, by
the use of his ready-made mental ietsam, one excuses oneself from any
real thought.

When I speak of Heidegger, or rather when I translate him, I at least
make the effort to leave the speechTre proffeii us its soveriiigniii$nificance.

If I speakgf bghg and the letter, if I distinguish the other and the Othel
it is because Freud shows me that they are the tirms to which must b6
referred the effects of resistance and transference against which, in the
twenty years I have engaged in what we all call after him the impossible
practice of psychoanalysis, I have done unequal battle. And it is also
because I must help others not to lose their way there.

It is to prevent the field of which they are the inheritors from becom-
ing barren, and for that reason'to make it understood that if the symptom
is a metaphor, it is not a metaphor to say so, any more than to say that
man's desire is a metonymy. For the symptom is a metaphor whether one
likes it or not, as desiie is a metonymy, however funny people may find
rhe idea.

Finally, if I am to rouse you to indignation over the fact that, after so
nlany centuries of religious hypocrisy and philosophical bravado, nothing
lras yet been validly articulated as to what links metaphor to the question
,rf being and metonymy to its lack, there must be an object there to
irnswer to that indignation both as its instigator and its victim: that
,bject is humanistic man and the credit, hopelessly affirmed, which he
lras drawn over his intentions.

z4-zi Mry, zg57
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Notes
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t. Codice Atlantico r41.
z. Psychanalyse et sciences de l'homme.
3. The _lecture took place on 9 May,

t917, in the Amphith€itre Descartes of
the Sorbonne, and the discussion was
continued afterwards over drinks.

4. Die Frage der Laienanalyse, G.W.,
XfV: z8r-3.

t. 'A la lettre'[Tr.].
6. This aspec of aphasia, so useful in

overthrowing the concept of 'psycho-
logical funclion', which'only obic,-,res
every aspect of the question, becomes
quite clear in the purely linguistic analysis
of the rwo major forms of aphasia worked

, out by one of the leaders of modern
\ linguistics, Roman Jakobson. See the
\ most accessible of his works, the Funda-

mentals of L_anguage (with Morris Halle),
Mouton, 's Gravenhage, part II, Chapters
rto4.

7. We may recall that the discussion
of the need for a new language in com-
munist society did in fact take place, and
Stalin, much to the relief of those who
adhered to his philosophy, put an end to
it with the following. formulation:
Ianguage is not a superstructure.

8. By 'linguistics' f mean the study of
existing languages (langues) in their
structure and in the laws revealed there-
in; this excludes any theory of abstract
codes sometimes included under the
heading of communication theory, as
well as the theory, originating in the
physical sciences, called information
theory, or any semiology more or less
hypothetically generalized.

. g. Psychanalyse et sciences de I'homme.
' ro. Cf. the De Magistro of St Augus-

tine, especially the chapter 'De signifi-
catione locutionis' which I analysed in

*my seminar of z3 June, r9;4.
rr. lnglish in the original [Tr.].
rz. So, Mr I. A. Richards, author of a

work precisely in accord with such an
objective, has in another work shown us
its application. He took for lris purposes

a page from Mong-tse (Mencius, to the
Jesuits) and called the piece, Mencius on
thg Mind. The guarantees of the purity
of the experiment are nothing to thl
luxury of the approaches. And our
expert on the traditional Canon that
contains the text is found right on the
spot in Peking where our demonstration-
model- man-gle has been transported
regardless of cost.

But we shall be no less transported, if
less expensively, to see a bronze that
gives out bell-tones at the slightest con-
tact with thought, transformed into a
rag to wipe the blackboard of the most
dismaying British psychologism. And
not without eventually being identified
with the meninx of the author himself -
all that remains of him or his object after
having exhausted the meaning of the
latter and the good sense of the former.

13. Not, unfortunately, the case in the
English here - the plural of 'gentleman'
being indicated other than by the addi-
tion of an 's' [T..].

r4. Names of different type-faces [Tr.].
ry. To which verbal hallucinition,

when it takes this form, opens a com-
municating door with the Freudian
structure of psychosis - a door until now
unnoticed (cf. 'On a Question Prelimin-
ary to any Possible Treatment of
Psychosis', pp. r79-zz1).

16. The allusions are to the 'I am
b^lack, but comely . . .' of the Song of
Solornon, and to the nineteenth-century
clich6 of the 'poor, but honest' woman
IT'.].

r7. I spoke in my seminar of 6 June,
ryy6, of the first scene of Athalie, incited
by an allusion - tossed off by a higlr-
brow critic in the New Statesman anrt
Nation - to the 'high whoredom' ol'
Racine's heroines, to renounce r:fcrcrrcc
to the savage dramas of Shakcslx.:rrcl
whiclr l rave become compulsion;r l  i l r
analyt ic circlcs wherrc thcy play thc role
of status-syrnbr-,I  f t-rr the Phil ist incs.

.t:
:,:
.T

I

18. The publication by Jean Staro-
binski, in Le Mercure de France (February
tg6+) of Saussure's notes on anagrams
and their hypogrammatical use, from the
Saturnine verses to the writings of Cicero,
provide the corroboration that I then
lacked (note ry66).

19.
'Non! dit l'Arbre, il dit: Non! dans

l'dtincellement
De sa ttte superbe

Que la tempdte traite unh,,ersellement
Comme elle fait une herbe.'

(Paul Val6ryr'Au Platane', Les Charmes)
zo. I pay homage here to the works of

Roman Jakobson - to which I owe much
of this formulationl works to which a
psychoanalyst can constantly refer in
order to structure his own experience,
and which render superfluous the 'per-
sonal communications' of which I could
boast as much as the next fellow.

Indeed, one recognizes in this oblique
form of allegiance the style of that im-
mortal couple, Rosencrantz and Guilden-
stern, who are virtually indistinguishable,
even in the imperfection of their destiny,
for it survives by the same method as
Jeannot's knife, and for the same reason
for which Goethe praised Shakespeare
fbr presenting the character in double
form: they represent, in themselves alone,
tlre whole Gesellschaft, the Association
itself (lVilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, ed.
'lrunz, Christian 

'W'egner 
Verlag, Ham-

burg, V (l) | 2gg) - I mean the Inter-
national Psychoanalytical Association.

We should savour the passage from
Goethe as a whole:'Dieses leise Auftreten
i{ieses Sclzmiegen und Biegen, dies Jasagen,
.ltreicheln und Schmeicheln, dieses Behen-
digkeit, dies Schwcinryin, diese Allheit und
l.eerheit, diese rechtliche Schurkerei, diese
Unfcihigkeit, wie kann sie durch einen
Menschen ausgedruckt perden? Es sollten
ilrer wenigstens ein Dutrynd sein, wenn
,rtan sie haben kdnnte; denn sie bloss in
(,t.rcllschaft etwas) sie sind die Gesell-
.,chaft . . .'

Lct us thank also, in this context, the
;rut l tor I t .  M. Locwenstein of 'Some

Remarks on the Role of Speech in
Psychoanalytic Technique' (1.J.P.,
Nov.-Dec., r9j6, XXXVII (6)z 46fl for
taking the trouble to point out that his
remarks are'based on'work dating from
1952. This is no doubt the explanation
for the fact that he has learned nothing
from work done since then, yet which he
is not ignorant of, as he cites me as their
'editor' (sic).

zr. 'Sa gerbe n'6tait pas avare ni
haineuse', a line from 'Booz endormi'

lr.J.
22.'Mot', in the broad sense, means

'word'. In the narrower sense, however,
it means 'a witticism'. The French
'esprit' is translated, in this context, as
'wit', the equivalent of Freud's Witl

lr..l.
'Esprit' is certainly the equivalent of

the German WitT with which Freud
marked the approach of his third funda-
mental work on the unconscious. The
much greater difficulty of finding this
equivalent in English is instructive: 'wit',
burdened with all the discussion of
which it was the object from Davenant
and Hobbes to Pope and Addison,
abandoned its essential virtues to
'humour', which is something else.
There only remains the 'pm', but this
word is too narrow in its connotation.

23. Leo Strauss, Persecution and the
Art of WritingrThe Free Press, Glencoe,
Illinois.

24. Cf. the correspondence, namely
letters ro7 and ro9.

zy. Jean-Frangois Champollion (r79o-
t83z), the first scholar to decipher the
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics [Tr.].

26. That is the process by which the
results of a piece of research are assured
through a mechanical exploration of the
entire extent of the field of its object.

27. By referring only to the develop-
ment of the organism, the typology
fails to recognize (mdconnait) the struc-
ture in which the subject is caught up
respectively in phantasy, in drive, in
sublimation. I am at present developing
the theory of this structure (note ry66),
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28. The sign = here
congruence.

12. S' designating here
productive of the signifying
significance); one can see
term is latent in metonymy,
metaphor.

Ecrits: A Selection

designates

the term
effect (or
that the

Patent in

37. English in the orisinal l'Tr.l.
38. La lettre l'dtre ,t loutri.

- 3?. One of my colleagues went so far
in this direction as to wonder if the id
(^Os) of the last phase wasn,t in fdct the
'bad ego'. (It should now be obvious
whom I am referring to - t966.)

-4o. Note, noneth;less, the tone with
yll.h one spoke in that period of the
'elfin pranks' of the ,n.onsiio.rs: a work
of Silberer's is called Der Zufali und die
Koholdstreiche des lJnbepussr-en (Chance
and the Elfin Tricks of the Unconscious)
- completely anachronistic in the context
of our present soul-managers.

- 
4r. fo- pick the most recent in date,

.trango-is-Mauriac, in the Figaro littfirairi
of.-21 May, apologizes foirefusing .to
tell the story of his life'. If no one ihese
days can undertake to do that with the
old enthusiasm, the reason is thatr,ahalf
century since, Freud, whatever we think
of him'has already passed that way. And
after being briefly 

-tempted 
bv tire old

saw that this is only the .history 
of our

body', Mauriac returns to the t*th th"t
his sensitivity as a writer makes him face:
to write the history of oneself is to write
the confession of the deepest part of our
neighbours' souls as well.

3o..It is quite otherwise if by posing a
question such as 'Why philosophersl I
become more candid 

- 
than naiure, for

then I am asking_ not only the question
tnat phtlosophers have been asking them_
selves for all time, but also the"one in
which they are perhaps most interested.

,n3r.'lnbigaltd (, 
-ft::r' 

Iiterally,
'ferret-like ambiguity'. This is on. of a
number of references in Lacan to the
game 'hunt-the-slipper' (jeu du furet)lr.J.

32. 'The nucleus of our being' [TrJ.
33. English in the original pr.1.
34. This and the tte*ip"."iop'h *.r"

rewritten solely with a view-to'greater
clanty ot expression (note 196g).

- 3r. A German comic n"*rp"p"r of the
Iate nineteenth and early 'twentieth
centuries [Tt.J.
.. t6. Fetischismus, G.W. XfV: 3rr;*Fetishism'r..Colleited papers, V: igg!
.>tandard Ldttton XXI: r49.

SIX

On a question preliminary to any possible
treatment of psychosis

This article contains the most important parts of the seminar
given during the first two rerms of the academic year

rgjj-6, at the Ecole Normale Supdrieure. It first
appeared in La Psychanalyse, vol. 4.

**{ {

Hoc guod riginta tres per annos in ipso loco studui,
et Sanctae Annae Genio loci, et dilecne

juventuti, quae eo me sectata est)
diligenter dedico.

FH{

I Towards Freud

r. Half a century of Freudianism applied to psychosis leaves its problem
still to be rethought, in other words, at the status quo anrc.

It might be said that before Freud discussion of psychosis did not
detach itself from a theoretical background that presented itself as psy-
chology, but which was merely a'laicized' remainder of what we shall
call the long metaphysical coction of science in the School (with the capital
'S' that it deserves).

Now if our science, which concerns the p/rysis, in its ever purer marhe-
Inatization, retains from this cooking no more than a whiff so subtle that
one may legitimately wonder whether there has not been a substitution
of person, the same cannot be said of the antipltysis (that is, the living
apparatus that one hopes is capable of measuring the said physis), whose
smell of burnt fat betrays without the slightest doubt the age-old practice
in the said cooking of the prepararion of brains.

Thus the theory of abstraction, necessary in accounting for knowledge,
lras become fixed in an abstract theory of the faculties of the subject,
rvhich the most radical sensualist petitions could not render more functional
rvith regard to subjecrive effects.


